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Robbery suspects evicted from Case, Stearns
Students claim they were set up by police, who deny accusation
by Muhammad Karim

The three were evicted from the

residence halls on Wednesday.

NEWS EDITOR

Determan and Arradondo lived in

The three suspects in last
week's Hill-Case robbery say

Case Hall. Hoskins lived in Steams.

St. Cloud police illegally obtained

states the three engineered the
robbery, · luring the three victims
into room 119 of Case Hall to
purchase marijuana.
Hoskins
and
Arradondo
allegedly entered the room with a
gun, wearing masks and gloves.
They reportedly threatened to

infonnation

leading

to

their

am,sl

Freshmen Kenyata Arradondo,
Jason Detennan and Philip Hoskins
were arrested by police for a
robbery of more than $1,000 from
three individuals.

The police report for the arrest

physically harm anyone who
refused their demands.
All three suspects denied any
connection with the robbery.
''This whole thing is a frameup," Arradondo said. "I have never
held a gun in my life. I don't do
drugs at all. I just don't understand
how I can be aCCused of committing
this crime."
Police have been Unable to
recover the money or locate the
weapon allegedly used in the

robbery. None of the victims were
hanned.
Hoskins said he believes the
arrest was a mistake.
''Those guilty of the crime
are probably laughing right now,"
he said. ''They know they
have succeeded in committing a
crime and walking away from it free
men."
Arradondo said the police used
illegal methods to frame him and
the other two suspects. He said his

phone Was under electronic
surveillance for at least a week prior
to the arrest.
''They used (Dctennan) to
entrap me," Arradondo said.
'The cops had him call me and
told him what to say and how
to say it. I knew because
the
police
repeated
our
conversation, word for word.

Go TO ARRESTS;

New library

Crimes

lessens
event
parking

down,

by Erin Ghere
§TAFF WRITER

by Jeff Dahler
STAFF WRITER

Go TO PARKING PROBLEM, PAGE 5 •

5•

thefts up,
security
reports

Theater, music
departments say new
library will eliminate
much event pa,rking

Imagine a nationally known speaker giving a
presentation in Kimberly A. RilSche Auditorium
or the Minnesota Camber Orchestra playing in
the Perfomling Arts Center and the campus not
being able to provide parking for potential
audience members.
This problem was recently faced by Bruce
Wood, chainnan of the music departII)Cnt; and
Brad Chisholm, chairperson of the theatre and
film studies department. But it appears that with
the help of Administrative ~ffairs, the university
will not have to face this problem. Plans are in
the works to improve the parking situation for
special events.
When construction begins on the new library
in the fall of 1998, the entire pay lot and O lot
will become part of the construction site,
thus making it impossible for any cars to park
there.
Wood said this creates quite a problem
considering these two lots currently have
capacity to hold almost 600 cars. Another
problem is the lack of any other large parking
lots on the north end of campus.

PAGE

Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDITOR
African Student AssociaUon members (left to right) sophomore lbrahima
Kaba, junior Ashley Baichoo, junior Nana Bilyeu and grad student Andile
Mbeki represent a kiosk Tuesday afternoon in Atwood as part of Africa Day.
See related story page 3.

Campus crime statistics show that more
thefts occured at SCSU in January than in the
same month last year. However, figures
released by University Public Safety show an
overall decrease in crime.
"In the past (crime) has never been a huge
problem that we have had to dcaJ with, and at
present the rate is declining," said Warren
Anderson, director S'r University Public
Safety.
Between January 1996 and January 1997,
there has been a 90 percent decrease in major
crimes, according to the numbers released
last month. This is a change from 1995 when
major crimes on campus rose 22 percent.
Major crimes are considered those
which fall under the categories of aggravated
assault,
alcohol
arrests,
burglary,
drug arrests, fire alarm arrests, motor
vehicle theft, murder, robbery and
sexual assault whether. forcible or nonforcible.
Theft reports rose 73 percent in January
1997 compared to the reports of January
1996. UPB said the hot spots for theft were
residence halls Hill-Case, Mitchell and
Shoemaker. Other buildings with high theft
rates were Carol Hall, Halenbeck Hall and
the Math Science building.
$EE RELATED STORY ON PAGE 4 '-
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WHAT'S

CAMPUS & CoMMUNTIY

HAPPENING

A citizen representative has served on the prisoners in Benton County's jail will be put
St. Cloud Times in
towards the new courts OOildin_g.
board since 1990. •
search of area resident
12-year-old p.tper
New
Benton
County
for editorial board
carrier
shot by
courts
building
to
go
The St. Cloud Times is looking for someone
to be a citizen member of their editorial board for up in Foley
pelletgun
on South
a two-month term.
The Times is looking for a wide range of
Commissioners voted 3-2 to begin Side of St. Cloud

TODAY
"The Accused"

8 p.m. in the AMC Little
Theatre. The movie will also
candidates! from high 'school students to retired construction of a new courts building for Benton
be shown at 8 p.m. Saturday, •
persons, from high to low-income.
County. Construction is to begin June 15.
and 6 p.m. Sunday.
The board is made up of the ·publisher,
Commissioners Duane Walter and Al Seppell
executive editor, assignment editor, editorial were were the two not in favor.
page editor, and two rotating members. One is an
The decision whether tO"build or not to build
SATURDAY
employee representative, the other a citizen · had been a debate for more than a year. The main
representative.
concerns in favor of constructing a new building
The board's job is to identify .topics and was the lack of space. Also, the security system
Women's Tennis
discuss directions for the week's editorials. The was sub-par.
.
goal
is to have the editorials reflect upon the
Now the committee will focus on the
6 p.m. poubles tournament
policy beliefs of the board, not just one construction and design of the building.
at St. Cloud Tennis Center.
individual.
Proceeds from housing other counties'
The tournament start up on

Sunday again at 9 a.m. and
finish that day.

Softball
SCSU at the University of

South Dakota Dome
Tournament. Tournament

conclude$ Sunday.

MONDAY
SCSU Athletic Dept.
Garage Sale
7:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. In
Halenbeck Hall in the Hall of
Champions. Students will be
able to purchase various
athletic apparel.

TUESDAY
"Elizabeth Schaefer
Band"
The spotlight band of the'
week, playing at 8 p.m. in
the Quarry.

WEDNESDAY
Residence Hall
selection
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. If you
are a current SCSU student
and want to live in a
residence hall during the
1997-98 academic year,
here's your. last chance.

FRIDAY

STAIE

Minimum wage
increase returns
to legislature
A Senate panel has backed a
measure requiring restaurants to
pay waitresses and waiters the
federal minimum wage.
Now the debate goes back to the
Legislature. Last October, the State
and Labor Industry Department
voted to exclude tipped employees
fr~m moving up the minimum
wage scale, along with everyone
else, from $4.25 to $4.75.

1997 to be the
year of t;he flood
The National Weather Service

IN IIIsTORY.•.
23 years ago...
David Duke, Grand Dragon for
the Ku K.Jux Klan, spoke on the
SCSU campus. He became a
national political figure in the late
1980's and caused controversy with
his ties to the Klan.
His speech was peppered with
almost constant jeers, boos, and
applause, the Sept. 24, 1974
~hronicle reported.
Duke was 24 years old at the
time. He was paid $ 1,050 f9r his
lecture. Nearly 200 ·demonstrators
marched outside Halenbeck Hall,
protesting student money being
spent on Duke's racist presentation.

Softball
SCSU at South Dakota
State University Tournament.
Tournament concludes
Saturday.
To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart

· Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

CoRRECTIONS
In the March 18 issue, the teaser
photos for the hockey story and
Indian festival were switched due to
an error at the printing plant (Sec
page 16).
University Chronicle will
correct all errors occurring in its
news pages. Call 255-4086 if you
find an etTOr.

A bullet from a pellet-gun struck a 12-year
old paper carrief in the leg Tuesday on St.
Cloud's South Side.
The boy is fine, his dad said a day after the
incident.
The bullet went through the boy's pants and
left a small hole in his leg. The incident happened
near 14th Ave. and 8th St..
The father of the boy believes he knows
which house the bullet came from, and he is
workin~ with police to find the guilty party.

& NATION

issued an alert Tuesday saying this
could be the worst flooding in ten
years.
Frank Richards, chief of the
National
Weather
Service
Hydrologic Information Center in
Silver Springs, Md., predicted
widespread flooding in large
sections of the eastern Dakotas,
southern Minnesota and Wisconsin
and Northern Iowa.

Norman guilty
in the wake of

Clinton fall
It is well-known that President
Clinton enjoys playing golf as a
stress reliever. But after playing
golf with Greg Norman on Friday,
Clinton took a tumble on the stairs

at Norman's house, and as a result,
tore a tendon in his knee, requiri.ng
surgery.
Norman, the world's top ranked
golfer in a sport that demands
mental toughness, can't shake the
feeling he's partly to blame for
President Clinton's accident.
''It wasn't our fault, but you feel
guilty," Norman said.

UnHoley Bagel
more filling
Larry Baras, a 44-year-old
financial planner from Boston, took
a personal problem and turned it
into a possible personal fortune.
Baras was sick of having the
cream cheese spreading squirt
through the hole in the middJe and
onto his shirt and tie. So he

developed a bagel that could be
pumped full of cream cheese after
baking.
"People will think that not
having the hole is sacreligious,"
Baras said. "But they'll realize the
hole is a pain."

'The Wonderful
World ofDisney'
returns
Starting Sept. 21, "The
Wonderful World of Disney" will
be back on ABC.
Thirty-five of the studio's films
will be aired on Sunday's at 6 p.m.
ABC is owned by the Walt Disney
Co.
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Week highlights cultures qf the world
professor
of
speech
communication, did a pre~ntation
on the ri5e and fall of the Berlin
Wall. Her experience willi. the Wall
is first hand, as she grew up in East
Gennany during the time of the
Wall. Her and her mother were
during the 1790's and their able to escape to West Gennany.
influence on the history of blacks.
As part of Vora's presentation
He talked about Pierre Bongo, the she read a poem entitled, "Hight to
first
African-American Freedom," which she wrote about
Minnesotan, and his son George her personal experience. She
Bongo.
followed the reading with slides of
Also mentioned was James the Berlin Wall depicting the
Thompson who was brought to different stages from when it was
Fort Snelling as a slave but, created of barbed wire to what it
according to Lyman, went pn to became right before it was tom
bec.o me a succ(;ssful and wealthy down in 1989.
missionary in Minnesota.
'The Berlin Wall has affected
Lyman · said knowing the all of us for the rest of our lives,"
history of blacks in the community Vora said. "It represents balances
in which he lives is important to of power, balances of terror,
him.
balances of horror, and a lack of
"One of the first things I did freedom."
when I came here was ask, 'What
Tiie week was marred by the
is the history of black folks in disappearance of two of the
Minnesota?' I knew it in Missouri. international flags hanging in the
But now I was in a different Atwood Memorial Center's main
setting. I wanted to know what's lobby. The flags were hung
my tradition here?"
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.
When Lyman decided to come- Tuesday evening. A member of the
to school at SCSU, he immediately International Students Association
started doing research on blacks in noticed the flag of Spain was
Minnesota He said there are less missing. It is believed to have been
than five people doing research on taken between 7· p.m. and 9 p.m.
blacks in the North, let alone The flag ofNotway was reportedly
Minnesota.
missing between 9:30 p.m. and
·"People have this concept that J0:30 p.m.
black history is only in the South,"
According to Vora, as of Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAl'HE.R
Lyman said. "In talking wit~ Thursday morning there was no
somebody today, they said 'Are ' word as to the whereabouts of the Speech communication professor and adviser to the International
you sure there were black people flags. She said the ISA worked
Student Association Erika Vora presented a slide show about the
here in the 1790's'? Are you sure hard to obtain the flags for
Berlin Wall and spoke of her experiences in Germany Wednesday
you don't mean the 1970's?"
International Week and would
in
the North Voyageur's room of Atwood Memorial Center as part of
On Wednesday, as part of appreciate their immediate. return.
Europe Day,
Euroee ..
~ rika Vora, SCS!J

Cultures of Asia, Africa, Europe and
the Americas each given a day of
presentations, music
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The 14th annual International

Awareness Week started Monday
with Asia Day and will culminate
tomorrow with the Spring Festival.
"(The awareness week) is
about making people aware of the
. different cultures," said Sarju
Shrestha,
president
of
International

Students'

Association at SCSU.
The Spring Festival will be
held in Atwood Center Ballroom
from 2-9 p.m. Jt will consist of
cultural displays, music and
entertainment

from

different

groups as well as dancing to mark
the end of the occasion.
"It's something to be proud
about, to have our own culture

show," Shrestha said. "Each
culture is unique. 1bis way, we're

able to share in each other's
culture."
Each day of awareness week
was assigned a continent. Events
included a presentation on black
history in Minnesota for Africa

day.
Marvin Lyman, president of the
Council of African-American
Students and chairperson for the
cultural center council, did the
presentation on black hlsLory in
Minnesota.
Lyman talked about the - first
blacks to come to ~ in~c.s_ot!

~1

_yp of student life and

development named
by Brian Wierima

received her master's degree from the University
of Wisconsin-Superior.
Before she arrived at SCSU, Bird was acting
Lee Bird gets to take ~c word "interim" out of dean of students at Lycoming College in
her title.
·
Williamsport, Pa. At the University of Arizona she
Bird has been appointed vice president for was the assistant director of residential life and a
student life and development at SCSU. Bird took hall director.
over as-interim vice president in May after David
Bird is currently ·the president of the board of
Sprague retired. Before Sprague's retirement she directors for the Minnesota branch of the
was assistant vice president for four
American Council on Educationyears.
National Identification Program.
"It was a logical next career move,"
Also on her list of crudentials, Bird
Bird said. ·" But I can't call it a
won the J.C. Penney Golden Rule
capstone because you don't know
Award for outstanding community
what's going to lie ahead in the
seivice.
future."
As vice president of student life
"Bird stood out from the other
and
development,
Bird's
candidates", said Tom Neumann,
rcsporisibilities include overseeing the
director of university conference and
student health seivices, university
infonnation center and member of the
organizations, Atwood Memorial
search committee for the vice
Lee Bird
Center and residential life/housing.
president of student life and development.
Bird pointed out some challenges she will be
It was the consensus of the search commiltee, faced with, including institutional financial
even though she was interim vite president, that restraints.
she gave the strongest inteiviCw," Neumann said.
"How can we do our best with the resources
According to Neumann, a memo was sent to we. have?" Bird said. "How do we meet student
SCSU faculty from president Bruce Grube which !X)pulation needs without adding.resources SCSU
praised the committee for selecting Bird and doesn't have? and, how we can seive the academic
indicated the search committee's support for Bird institution with our program seivices'? All these
was unanimous..
will be part of the challenge."
According to Bird, having the ex!X)sure as
Bird said she brings enthusiasm to the !X)sition
interim vice president has helped her get familiar and she gets the best of the staff which means
with the position.
giving support and challenges.
"It always helps (having experience) because
"I bring a strong sense of vision and that has to
there is more realistic experience of what you can be shared because that can't just be what I want,"
and can't do with the job," Bird said. "It gave me Bird said.
the _familiarity of campus climate issues and
"She leads by example and she has a lot of
student issues and concerns."
sup!X)rt throughout the campus," Neumann said.
Bird earned her bachelor of science degree and "Everyone had !X)Sitivc things to say to the
Ph.D. from the University of Arizona. She selection committee (about Bird)."
STAFF WRITER

Holocaust Center to offer
series of speakers
by Nicole Wimberger

Holocaust denial from the Arena stage in
the Pctfonning Arts Center on Thursday,
March 27 at 7 p.m.
The topic of Holocaust denial is one
The SCSU Center for Holocaust
Education will be offering a series of everyone needs to know more about,
three speakers throughout the months of said Bryce. The lies claiming the
March and April who will discuss topics Holocaust never happened will be
related to the Holocaust.
exposed bY these speakers, he said.
According to Scott Bryce, professor
On Monday, April 14, Henry Oertelt
of mass communications and co-director will present his slOfY of the Auschwitzof the center, the lectures are an attempt Birkenau concentration camp and the
to share infonnation
death march from
Auschwitz
to
and experiences they
have had with the
Bergel_!--Belsen at
Holocaust and related
7 p.m. in Atwood
topics.
Little Theater.
''The speakers are
Dr. Leon Bass
people who were there,
will speak in the
people who saw the
Atwood
Little
camps and saw the
Theater
about
devastation,"
said
racism and his
Bryce.
part in liberating
Michael
Holocaust
Connaughton, dean of
victims.
Bass,
the College of Fine Arts
sponsored by lhc
and Humanities and
SCSU Minorities
Advisory Committee
Study program in
Scott Bryce
member for the center,
conjunction with
said he hopes speakers
the Center for
CENTER COORDINATOR
will promote a broader
Holocaust
awareness of how
Education, will be
issues raised by the Holocaust transcend presenting at 7 p.m. on April 29.
the events in Nazi Gennany.
·
"Bass was one of those people who
'7hese issues are broad human issues was there," Bryce said, "He walked into
that concern aJ.I of us," Connaughton it and couldn't believe what he saw."
said. "Any of us who have an interest in
The lectures will be free to the
Holocaust education see any op!X)rtunity community, students and faculty. For
that presents itself as an opportunity to more infonnation, call Scott Bryce in the
expand our own knowledge."
Department of Mass Communications
Ephriam Kaye will speak about office at 255-3293.
STAFF WRITER

Tbe speakers arl
peopl.e who were
there, peopl.e who
saw the camps
and saw the
devastation.
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Tigger and Condor computers beefed up
ACS hopes upgrades-will alleviate access probiems, system slow-downs
by Lloyd Dalton
STAFF WRITER

"Maximum number of u~rs exceeded, try

again later."
Thanks to a major upgrade, SCSU
students attempting to access the university's
two largest computer systems will be seeing
this message much less frequently. The
upgrade, which took place during spring
break, was designed to address problems with

The big question that
we've been fisking, and
still are, is what kind of
mail system we want.

storage space, data transfer rates and system

Gordie Schmitt
VAXNMS SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR

backup.
"Backups were taking so long, they
spi lled across into all times of the day," said
Gordie Schmitt, VAXNMS systems
administrator for Academic Computing
Services, in the Engineering and Computing

Center.
The improvements to 1igger included a

new tape drive for backups and six new hard
disk drives to improve system speed and
increase storage capacity. Schmitt said the
upgrade helped the system take foll
advantage of two new central processing
units installed in Fall quarter. The earlier
upgrade improved system speed somewhat,
but the existing hard disk drives were unable
to quickly handle all the system's
information.
'Things got better, but they didn't get that
much better because of the disk drive
problems," Schmitt said."

The ·new disk drives help spread out the
load for the system, allowing Tigger to
accommodate about 220 simultaneous users

instead of 160, the previous limit. The drives
also add about IO gigabytes of total storage
space to Tigger.
Condor, the university's other primary
server, was also upgraded. A faster central
processing unit was installed, aJong with
more drive storage space, increased system
memory and a newer version of the UNIX
operating system. According to Schmitt, the
changes have resulted in a "significant
peiformance improvement."
Condor is used mainly for storing student
and university web site information. Thanks
to the upgrade, web page access is much
faster for pages stored on Condor, students
say.

"It's about time they improved the speed
for the internet," said junior Bill Schultz. "It
doesn't take 10 minutes · (or the SCSU
homepage to come up anymore."
Tigger mainly handles campus e-mail and
phone directory services. It is also the
university's "name seiver." This means that
every time a person attempts to contact an
off-campus computer, Tigger looks up the
connection and attempts to make contact.
'The system (ligger) is pretty much taxed
to its limit," Schmitt said. "It can handle the
mail, which is what everybody wants."
The e-mail policy for Tigger and Condor
has also been altered. Mail messages now
count against a student's storage quota.

Schmitt said this policy should help preserve
the system's memory, citing cases of students
sending m~ive files to each other as e-mail
messages. In addition, unread messages more
than two weeks old will be automatically
deleled by the system. Schmitt said students
whose accounts are nearly full may
experience problems if incoming messages
cause their limit to be exceeded.
The uni~ersity's entire e-mail system will
be changed in the near future. Schmitt
explained that the university is considering
several different configurations, allowing
things like the addition of sounds to e-mail
messages and folders shared by more than
, one user.
'The big question that we've been asking,
and still are, is what kind of mail system we
want," Schmitt said. "It's a big part of why
people use computers, and it's a pretty
important thing. We can see that down the
roa<I somewhere, it's going to be changing."

Campus security continues its mission of safety
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

University Public Safety Director Warren
Anderson said the high number of thcfcs in
January show that more students are reporting
crimes. Property theft is the highest area of
crime on campus.
'The university has an absolute
commitment to safety on campus," said Vice
President of Administrative Affairs Eugene
Gilchrist. "We have a policy of zero tolerance
for any unsafe situation. No individual act
that endangers the safety of anyone on
campus is acceptable."
UPS employs between 50 and 55 officers.
Eight new officers were recently hired to fill
open positions.
'
· The university is split into grids which the
officers patrol. One grid covers the residence
halls and Whitney Hall; the second covers
Fourth street to Tenth Avi;nue, including most

of the academic buildings; and the tliird grid
covers the east side of Tenth Avenue to Q Lot.
Two to three uniformed UPS officers
patrol the areas at all times.
Another way which UPS attempts to aide
the decrease in crime is by checking the doors
of buildings on campus after hours. If an open
door is found; it is reported, the building is
checked and door is locked. In the month of
January, open doors around the campus
increased 60 percent. This is due primarily to
the winter and snow getting caught in the
doors, according to Anderson.
On no occasions during January was there
any unusual activity found in the buildings
with open doors. In the past people have been
found sleeping in the buildings.
UPS performs these duties as well as
many others to ensure the safety of students,
faculty and employees of the campus, as well
as visitors to it.

"Since I have been at SCSU I have not idea who took it, we're not going to' have a
been the victim of any crime and in my good lead."
opinion compared to other schools, St. Cloud
Prevention and education are the main
has very tight security," said freshman ways SCSU attempts to lower crime on
psychology major Eric Montag.
campus. Educational policy is changed when
Those who are victims of crime on needed, according to Gilchrist. This includes
campus can attempt to recover their property education on theft and preventative measures
and apprehend the offender. First, they must studenlS can take to avoid becoming victims
report the crime and then UPS will fill out an of crime.
incident report with the information of what
"In a community of 16,00CJ people, of 45
happened.
buildings on 800 acres of land in a sizable
According to Anderson, they also .suggest metropolitan area we are going to from time
that a report· is filed with the St. Cloud Police to time, no matter what we do, have incidents
Department. This aids UPS in the pursuit as that occur. We take them seriously and pursue
well as gives the victim a second department them all seriously," said Gene Gilchrist, vice
working on the case.
· president of administrative affairs, whose
UPS follows up on every lead, according jurisdiction includes campus security.
to Anderson.
Thi university has been nationally
"How good the follow ups are depends on recognized several times for the safety
how good leads are," Anderson said. "If you provided on campus and especially for the
left your book bag in the library and have no safety provided for women on the campus.

ELIZABETH ARDEN

.~K££1!.~:PM~,;c,eJHtlEG'11Etl!l~,
®"'"'

St

""""°

Ooud St.:d:e !Jrr'~"'ersd:y "" Reskh~nce 14 .aPs

Wednesday, March 26
8:30a.m. to 4:00p.m·. in the •
St. Croix Room, Atwood Memorial Center

Call for an appointment 654-4244
(located in the juniors section of D\YTON~S)
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Parking problemPAGE1
Wood said the lack of adequate
parking would kill any hopes of

drawing community members onto
campus for special events.
"Getting people comfortable
coming to campus and developing
an audience is like growing a
garden," Wood said. "You have to
weed it and till a garden. Withoul
parking for special events it would
be like running a elephant through
your garden."
Wood said between 75 to 80
events happen on the campus each
year. Whether they are located in

Atwood Memorial Center, Stewart
'Hall or the PAC. Any one event can
have attendance anywhere from 70
to 900 people. He said the parking
problem was realized as soon as the
location for the new library was
announced
Chisholm said he relized special
events parking was going to be a
problem 4 years ago when he came
toSCSU.
"In 1993 when I came here I was

aware these parking lots were the

. proposed site for the new library.
However, I did not know how many
parking spots were going to be
eliminated," Chislom said "I was
hoping the university would replace
each and every spot."
After the plan for the library was

released last fall, Wood and
Chisholm wrote a letter concerning
the parking issue to administrative
Affairs. These concerns were
studied,
and
last
week
Administrative Affairs held a
meetin·g to address the parking
issue.
Woods said next fall, smaller
lots on the north side of campus will
be either cordoned off or signs
posted for what times cars have to
be out of the lot on days when
perfonnances are scheduled. He
said that a shuttle service might be
provided for . individuals with
difficulty walking the three Or four
b\OCks to campuS: He said he iS not
sure now of exactly how these lots
will be run. However, he feels their
use will only be short-tenn.
Wood said the university will
definitely have to build a ramp to
accommodate campus parking,
both for visitors and students, staff
and
faculty.
However,
Administrative
Affairs
has
suggested that a ramp will not be
built for 4 or 5 years.
"I am still not happy with upcoming parking situation," Woods
said. "I wish the ramp was being
built tomorrow, people are still
going to have to walk, but the
problem was faced."

Kristine While/STAFF PHaTOGRA.PHER

The new library is Qoing to seriously curtail parking space for on-campus events, according to
Bruce Wood, chairman ·of the music department and Brad Chisholm, chairman of the theater and
film studies department. The university is exploring options to alleviate this problem, including
the building of a parking ramp.
"We have to face the facts, we
are now an urban campus. We are
trapped in. and have no place to
extend. This campus needs a
parking ramp," Woods said.

Arrests PAGE 1
The entire conversation was taken
out of context and twisted in order
to give a different meaning to the
whole thing."
Detennan
agreed
with
Arradondo's assertion of police
monitoring phone calls. The police
told him they had been doing so, he
said.
"When I was arrested and taken
to the station, I saw a list on (an
investigator's) desk with all the
calls made · from my phone,"
Detcnnan said. 'They told me they
had been watching me for a couple
of weeks."
Detennan said the police tried to
force him to call Arradondo after he
was arrested. He said . he was
handed a slip of paper ~ith the
questions, answers and stat~ments

the police want~ him to make.
Determan declined to say whether
he complied with the request.
St. Cloud Police Capt. Leonard
Smallwood said the set-up charges
are without foundation.
"Since this whole incident
happened so close to St. Patrick's
Day, maybe they should have tried 10
fmd leprechauns," Smallwood said.
Hoskins andArradondo were on
the SCSU football team roster, and
were suspended from the team
indefinitely.
Athletes are recjuired to sign
a contract stipulating exemplary
conduct. Athletic Director Morris
Kurtz
said Ariadondo and
Hoskins are in violation of their
contract.
'They now have an opportunity ·

Chisholm agreed saying a intellegantly, with appearance and
parking ramp does neccessarly have security in mind" Chisholm said.
to be a negative aspect to campus. .
University officials involved
"A ramp does not have to be a with the library project were
campus
eye-sore
if
done unavailable for comment.

When you can't beat 'em, join 'em.

BE A STAFF WRITER
to devote their time 10 their studies
and the impending legal situation,"
Kurtz said.
Arradondo said he is angi:y at
what he considers an unjust action.
"I have not even been convicted
of a crime," he said. "I thought one
was innocent until proven guilty. I
suppose at SCSU, the very opposite
is the case."
All three received eviction
letters Wednesday signed by Lee
Bird, vice president of student life
and development. They were asked
to vacate the premises by 6 p.m.
Arradondo said he plans to take
legal action against the university.
"If they think I'm going to go
out quietly, they are badly
mistaken," he said. ''This matter is
far from over."

•
•
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

Premiere Student Housing

-us

~1y

he 'university
e, SH 13.

e+ Heated Swimming Pool
e+ FREE Parking/Outlets
e+ Sand Volleyball Court
e--+ Heat and Waler Paid
e--+ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
e+ Ceiling Fans In Every Bedroom
e+ Keyed Bedroom Locks
e--+ ~icrowaves/Dishwashers

e+ Air Conditioning
et Large Stofage Room
c:-+ Frost-free Refrigerators

et Laundry Facilities
et Vending Machines
et Campus Clipper & Metro Bus
e--+ Individual Leases

e+ Pleasant, Quiet AtmOsphere

Call 252-2633
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OVERHEARD ON THE STREET:

"I tell you what, oh boy,
if I wrote for that dern paper
I tell you what I'd do. I'd expose
everything. I'd Woodward and
Berstein under all the rocks and
find out .what's really going on."
"Know what, I'd put together
that opinion page and really show
folks what's goinq on."
can do you one better. I'd write
a column and freely express my
opinions to enlighten and entertain
at the same time."
OVERHEARD AT CHRONICLE:

"We need news writers, a columnist
and an opinions editor.
Do you suppose there are
any candidates out there?"
BE PART·OF THE SPRING UPRISING~
call today: 255-2449
. or· just sneak into the
chronicle office in Roan 13, Stewart Hall

and quietly fill out an application
LET 'lHE REVOU.JTIQf BF.GIN!
· ad brought to you by an operative currently ....oz-king within the chronicle system
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Mall Germain makes ~ay-for traffic
by Jodi Wallin
STAFF WRITER

A project c~sting nearly
$400,000 to open Mall Gennain
between Fifth and Seventh streets
to vehicles will get underway this
. summer, said Steve Foss, St. Cloud
city project engineer.
"It is certainly going to affect us
in a positive way, but less
than other businesses that have
been land-locked for 20-some
years," said Steve Lindgren,

marketing vice president for
Herbergcr's department store. "It
should have happened 10 years
ago."
Lindgren said the project will be
a plus for property owners in the
area.
"Lots have been difficult to
lease without parking stalls or

through traffic," Lindgren said.
The project will also be an asset
to Mexican Village, according to
manager Becky Ethen.
"I think it wi.11 help a lot to get
traffic moving through here,"
Ethen said.
Both Mexican Village and
Herberger's have access areas to
their stores other than those directly
abutting Mall Germain.
For Java Joint, the traffic will
probably help business, according
to employee Janelle Johnson.
"Business did go up a lot four
years ago when the one-block
stretch (between Seventh and
Eighth streets) opened up,"
Johnson said.
The Java Joint is located at 710
Mall Germain, on the edge or the
proposed construction.

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Mall Germain, which has previously not been accessible to vehicles except the Metrobus, will be
under construction from June 1 until Labor Day as a road replaces the walking paths.
"Overall I see an increase in ,
business," Johnson said. "However,
a lot of kids who like to come here
like to skateboard on the Mall.
They will probably have to find
someplace else."
For specialty shops like the
Antiques Gallery at 6 II Mall
Germain, the project will increase
exposure, although leaving the
walking mall closed to traffic
would not have hurt them either,
said owner Nancy Seutter.
'"The store front exposure will
be good, but we are the type of shop

where people seek us out," Seutter
said. ''In some respects it will be an
inconvenience for a time."
Construction is scheduled to
begin June I and be completed
around Labor Day.
The new project will encompass
the best of both worlds, said
Seutter.
"It will still have a nice parklike feeling because there will still
be trees and flowers," she said.
'The mall concept was a good
one which has outlived its
usefulness, since it is in need of

repair, according to Seutter.
The project is set to follow the
pattern already established between
Sev~nth and Eighth streets when
that area was opened up four years
ago, said Foss. The same type of
lights, color or sidewalk: paving
stones and metered diagonal
parking will all be found along
fifth through Seventh Streets.
It will be an extension of the
work done on Seventh and Eighth
Streets, Foss said. Even the granite
trio sculpture will remain in the
center of the road while the street

will accommodate the artwork by
going around it.
"
The business community and
the downtown council as a whole
have bt!en supporters of the project,
according to Foss.
The decision to open the area to
traffic was not based on concerns
regarding traffic flow, since First
Street South was opened up to twoway traffic last year, Foss said.
"The main traffic concerns
are taken care or," Foss said.
Many business owners cited
storefront access to the street as a
positive aspect or opening up the
Mall.
The preliminary cost of the
project is· estimated at $390,000
Foss said. The final cost
is generally within 10 percent of
the preliminary estimates, he
added.
The city will be responsible for
80 percent or the cost of the project
and the city hopes to assess
a special levy or 20 percent or
the cost of the project to
abutting
property
owners,
which would average $94 per
foot.
The project will also open up 21
new parking stalls, according to
John Dolentz, city engineer and
director or public works.
''In the 17 years 1-'ve been here
people have never been happy with
the ring road," he said. 'They have
a problem with the concept of
having to go around the whole
block."
After Labor Day, traffic will be
free to go where it needs to in a
direct manner.

Activity involvement benefits applicants
by Paul Keprios
STAFF WRITER

Invol_vement with student organizations
is increasingly important in the job
application process. Students struggle to
find time for organizational involvement
in the midst of other time - demands
such
as . schoolwork,
jobs
and
relationships.
Today, more than ever, employers are
looking more closely at applicants' history of
involvement in extra-curricular activities,
according to Char Torberg, supervisor of
teller services at Norwest Bank.
"We take a look what organizations the
person is involved in," Torberg said. "I
believe it shows responsibility and
willingness to be involved in the
community."
Student organizations and clubs help
develop students' communication skills,
expand their network or contacts and provide
an opportunity for professional experience,
Torberg said.
Junior Kristi Ligman, .president of
Public Relations Student Society of
America, said, "Our student organization's
main objective is to provide students
with pre-professional experience. We
have a student firm, which offers

opportunity for valuable experience and
portfolio material."
Although classroom education is
important, field experience is necessary,
Ligman said.
"Learning in the classroom is one thing,
but to actually be working on job-related
activities gives knowledge beyond the
classroom," Ligman said.
Working to find a balance in life is always
a difficult task, Ligman said.
"Finding the balance between school
work and clubs is very important," Ligman
added.
To find the club or organization that will
be most beneficial is a difficult process, said
junior Ashley Boicho, aviation major.
"I just started going io meetings and
checking them out, trying to find which
group would be the best for me," Boicho
said.
Ligman said her extensive involvement
with PRSSA will put her ·ahead or the
competition.
· .,
"I hope it will give me the upper hand on
job competition," Ligman said.
"I think the best thing about being in
an organization is the networking
opportunities of both professionals and
other students in your same field," Ligman

added.
Membership in an organization is not the

Kristine While/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Graduate students Jason Johnston (left) and Michael Kramer research
companies in Career Services. Career Services houses intel'tlship and career
resources, computer searching and counselors to assist students.
equivalent of involvement in that
organization. Ligman said.
"It is one thing to .be a member and
another to be involved seriously with the

"My interest is in the future because I am going to spend the rest of my life there."

organization."
Boicho said, "I try to get involved with
whatever I can. I just do not always find the
time to do everything I want."

- Charles F. Kettering
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Reigstad cotnes up one win short

Julia Pete

Senior Andy Reigstad finished his collegiate wrestling career with a second place finish at the recent NCAA Division II national tournament Reigstad lost to James
Branch of West Liberty State 11•7. Reigstad recenUy became the Huskies' all-time leader in victories wtth a mark of 127-33 over his career at SCSU.
by Ryan Voz
"I ran into a Lougher guy," he
Andy learned the move in ninth eight," Bullennan said.
.,
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STAFF WRITER

SCSU wrestler Andy Reigstad
woke up Saturday rooming with
one thing on his mind.
That thing was obtaining a
national championship at the
Division II National Meet in Grand
Forks, N.D.,
which
had
been his ~oal
ever
smcc
losing 5-3 in
last
year's
nation a I
championship
match.
Saturday,
Jeff Bullennan Reigstad got
t

h

e

opportunity, but fell to James
Branch of West Liberty siate, Va.
11-7 in lhe final match of his career.
"My goal was to win it, and
that's been my goal since last year,"
Reigstad said. "I'm disappointed,
but I'm not going to let it ruin my
life."

said. "Hisstylewasalittledifferent

grade when he was a part of the

"It was a shame he didn't get

and I had troublt! with that."

Willmar High School wrestling

All-American, but him and Andy

program.

had such good careers here (at

Reigstad the No. I seed at
nationals prevailed early on.

Reigstad pinned Joel Brinker of
Mansfield College, decisioned
Benny Charles of the University of
South Colorado, also decisioning
Chance Stocser of Augustana 9-0,
before advancing into the final
round.
"He wrestled super in the tirst
rounds, but he ran into a good one,"
SCSU coach Steve Grimit said.
Reigstad midway ' through the
match put his famous move on
Branch known as the "barbed
wire", but Branch screamed out in
pain,resultinginthestoppingofthe
match.
"Andy had a tight hold on when
the guy screamed out," Grimit said.
The referee stopped the match,
resulting in a loss for Reigstad.
"Andy was in the process of
turning him over, and he would
have gotten back points and maybe
a pin," Grimit said.

Grimit and Reigstad said the

move is often othctwisc referred to
as the cork-screw.
Reigstad said the name came
becausethemoveputstheopponent
in a position where their arms get
crossed up like a barbed wire fence.
"It was one of the first moves I
learned and the move made me
more of a pinner," Reigstad said.
"Andy is known for that move
and he has gotten a ton of pins off
it." Grimit said.
Senior Jeff Bullennan also
advanced to nationals for SCSU.
Bullennan came one match from
being an All-American.
The top eight wrestlers at
nationals are named All-American
and Bullerman's 10-4 loss to Dan
Lovell of the University of
Nebraska-Omaha eliminated him
from the elite eight.
"I guess I was disappointed,
because I wanted to get in the top

:I

Senior

.

-~

Andy :.

Reigstad's

j:Onference champiOns~p win ori

SCSU)," Grimit said.

March 2 made him the SCSU's all-

Other honors presented at
nationals were academic awards
given to Reigstad and sophomore
Ryan Marx.
These awards are looked at by a
committee at the national meet and
given out for all Division U
wrestlers who achieved high marks
in school.
Reigstad was named first team
All -Academic with a 3.8 grade
point average and sophomore Ryan
Marx was named second team AllAcademic with a 3.94 G.P.A.
Marx's G.P.A. was the highest
of those honored.
For Reigstad the thought of
winning a national championship is
in the past, and for Bullennan his
career has also ended, but their
accomplishments they set here at
SCSU will set examples year after
year.

lime win leader. Reigstad won his
124th match surpassing John
Barrett who compiled 123 from
1982-86.
Reigstad's over the past twQ
seasons has earned a 69-8 record
;,,vith six of the losses coming tO
Division I competition.
bl~:~:~l~h!~~\itiact~
my career - I'm mori than
satisfied"
Reigstad's second place finish at
nationals improved his record to
127-33 at SCSU.
Reigstad is a native from
~ll°lar, Mn. who was red-~~rted
his third year due to an knee mJury.
Reigstad graduated after winter
quarter with a ·elementary Ed.
degree and a coaching sports
licensure.
Ryan Voz -

SCSU looks to get back on track after shaky road trip
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Pitching, fielding, and timely hitting are
the three elements the SCSU baseball team
will look to improve ori before their first
game in Minnesota.
The Huskies are coming off a
disappointing road trip which saw them post
a 1-13 record over spring break.
"We lost a couple of early games on the
road trip," said SCSU sophomore outfielder
Mike McKinney. "Once you lose a couple of
games like that, it just snowballs and losing
started to become contagious."
1be road trip began March I in Fort
Worth, Texas.
SCSU picked up a double header split
over Texas Wesleyan, but that was the last

victory the Huskies wou ld get.
"To play in that many games, you really
need a lot of physical stamina and mental
toughness," said SCSU 11ead coach Denny
Lorsung. "We didn't have that the entire road
trip. We played well for half of the games and
didn't play well the other half, as a result we
lost 13 games."
With the exception of sophomore second
baseman Tim Boland, the Huskies wnl have
an entire new infield on this year's team.
1be Huskies behind the plate will look to
junior Rob Turck and sophomore Shawn
Grande to replace last year's catchers Jamie
Klinnert and Matt McDonough.
Lorsung said with all the new faces in the
infield, it will take time for things to gel,
especially from the catchers.
"Both (Turck and Grande) did okay on the
ll?P," Lorsung said. '"They will still have to

pick up on the little things like running the
defense and directing the infield."
As for SCSU's starting pitching, Lorsung
said that still remains up in the air.
"We had a lot of freshmen throw for us
last year," Lorsung said. 'This year they need
to utilize the experience they gained last
season."
One of those pitchers looking to step it up
this year is sophomore Tim Klinnert.
Klinnert pitched well last year as a
freshman and this year he will be looked at as
a possible number one starter.
"Down in Texas, I wasn't really happy
with the way I threw," Klinnert said. 'There
are still a lot of things I need to work on."
'The Huskies aJso have starting pitchers
Ben Dirk.es, sophomore, Matt Oelschlager,
junior, Jamie Meyer, junior, and sophomore
Nathan Winter in the starting rotation.

"Asasr'aff, we needtostartthrowingmore
strikes," Klinnert said. "Everybody has the
ability to pitch, but we need to start getting
ahead of the batters which we weren't doing
on the road trip."
McKinney along wiih sophomore Chad
Rogness will be the only returning outfielders
off last year's team.
'The biggest thing for us is we want to
prove something to ourselves after a 1-13
road trip," Mckinney s~d. "At 1-13, people
start to think that we're not that good and
we're anxious to go out there and prove
people wrong."
'The Huskies first outdoor game is slated
for April I, in a double header against the
University of Minnesota-Duluth. First pitch is
scheduled to begin at I p.m. at Dick Putz·
Field.
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/libbesmeier a hit for the Huskies
by Heather Proskey
STAFF WRITER
AND

Rob LaP/ante
SPORT'S EDITOR

With spring just around the
comer, SCSU freshman softball
player Mary Libbesmeier is getting
an early dose of spring fever.
"I'm looking fotward to a serious

softball game out in a field,"
Libbesmeier said. "Practice gets
monotonous and it's hard to look

forward to anything because winter is
so long."

Libbesmeier is a 1996.graduate of
Kimball High School where she was
a standout as a catcher.
She was a four-time AllConfcrence, two-time All-Region,
and two-time All-State in softball.
In the road trip to Ocoee, Florida,

Libbesmeier was one of the offensive
bright spots forlhe Huskies.
Libbesmcier in seven games is
batting .400 and leads the Huskies
with ten hits and 13 runs batted in.
Despite playing in a different

position (second base) then she
played in high school, Libbesmeier
has yet to make a fielding error· this
year.
Catcher was the position tha:t
Libbesmeier said she had played
since fourth grade and now the
Huskies have her playing second
base. "Catcher was where all of the
action of the game was," she said.
Libbesmeier said she credits her
mom and dad for the success she has
endured on the softball field.
'They always supported me and
encouraged me to do my best and
they actually played the game with
me growing up," Libbesmeier said.
Getting into softball was an easy
decision for Libbesmeier since her
dad had played baseball.
"My dad used to play baseball and
I found out that I liked the game after
watching," Libbesmeier said.
"Once I got into a more organized
game then I started to like it more."

Shane A. Opatt/ASSISTANT PH07V wffOR

· Freshman Mary Libbesmeier
catches a ball during practice
Wednesday afternoon.

she said. "I played on the fourth
grade Community Ed. team and then
it didri't matter if we won or lost,
you just played to play the
game."
The decision to play for SCSU
was an easy one for Libbesmcier. "I
just wanted to continue playing
because I enjoy it aJ\d I knew I would
get that here." "
_This year there are 13 first year
players. Libbesmeier said with aJ.I of
the new players on this year's team, it
takes some of the pressure of being a
first year player off of her.
''There
is
no
pressure,"
Libbesmeier said. "Everyone is in the
same position as you On the team and
it is easier to be one of a bunch of first
year players than the only one."
When she is not playing softball at
SCSU, Libbesmeier said she plays in
slow pitch softball leagues all around
the area to keep in shape and keep
the
edge
up
on
her
competitors.
Libbesmeier said another thing
that keeps her in shape is the fact that
she is li ving on a fann. "Living on a
fann is a year round job because there
is a lot of work to do." she said.
The team is coming off an 8-2
record in the Florida Rebel Games in
the first week of March.
"We just want to do good and
hopefully carry over what we did in
Florida," Libbesmeier said. "We
worked well together and hopefully
we can stay that way. Hopefully we
can continue playing consistent and
play to our potential in every game."
With no seniors on this year's
team, the Huskies will look to many
of the new faces to fill many voids off
of last year's team.
"We just want to have team
success and be on the winning end al
the end of the season," Libbcsmeier
said.
As
for
personal
goals,
Libbesmeier said she is just looking
to improve cverytime she goes out
there.
Everything you do is something
that you can improve on," she said.
The Huskies will resume action
this weekend playing in the
DakotaDome Invitational
in
Vennillion, S.D.

SCSU looks to the positive after record.finish
by Kerry Collins
STAFF WRITER

After falling to Colorado College 6-0 last
Saturday, the Husky hockey season came to a
close, but it was not without some highlights.
SCSU senior Dave Paradise and
sophomore Matt Cullen were named to the
all-Western Collegiate Hockey Association
second team and junior Sacha Molin was
named to the all-WCHA third team.
"It's nice when the media pick you out of
all the great players in this league," Paradise
said. "It really shows you that you've done
something."
At the close of the season, thoughts
immediately turned to next season. SCSU
only has three seniors, leaving the
possibilities for next year very positive.
However, there still remains questions
about whether players like Cullen and
sophomore Mark Parrish woul_d be around
next season.
Cullen has already gotten an offer from
the Mighty Ducks of Anaheim, but he turned
it down. The Moorhead, Minn. native said
he's keeping his options open.
"I'm approaching the summer as planning

on coming back here," Cullen said. "But, if I big numbers and then he got ripped off,"
get an offer I can't refuse, I'll go."
Cullen said. "It's really too bad, he definitely
Cullen said he likes it at SCSU, and next deserved it."
season's team would be a good one to play
The Huskies (23- 13-4 overall, 18-I0-4
with.
WCHA) finished third in the WCHA this
" I really enjoy it here, it's a great time," season, the high.est the sch.ool has ever
Cullen said. "If we have
finished in the regular
everyone back next year,
season standings. In the
we will be a team to be
Final Five tournament,
reckoned with on a
S~SU lost two games in
national level. We've got
a row, ending the
some good guys and a lot
season.
of talent."
"It
was
a
Cullen finished for the
disappointment because
second season in a row as
we expected to win it,"
SCSU's leading scorei,
Paradise said. "But it was
tallying 15 goals afld 30
a great honor for me to be
assists for 45 points.
part of the team that
Although.
SCSU
fini shed the highest in
sophomore Mark Parrish
SCSU history."
led the WCHA with 27
Mike
O'Connell,
goals, he was not named
Randy Best and Paradise
Dave Paradise
to an all-WCHA squad.
arc the only three seniors
SCSLJ SENIOR FORWARD
The
University
of
on this year's Husky
Minnesota's Ryan Kraft
squad.
was the closest to Parrish with 24 goals. Kraft
Their absence will be felt next season as
was named to the third team.
O'Connell was this year's captain and
"(Parrish) had a great year, put up some Paradise is SCSU's all-time leader in short-

It was a great
ho,wr for me to be
part of the team
· that finished the·
highest in SC5U
history.

handed goals.
Paradise said he will miss playing in
a Husky unifonn.
"My time here has been great. Being able
to see my name 11,=xt to a couple of records is
real nice for me:" Paradise said. "I loved it
here and I had a blast. These friendships I've
made are for life."
Paradise finished tied for second with
Molin in scoring for the Huskies. The
Shoreview, Minn., native finished with 19
goals and 24 assists for 43 points.
Molin tallied 18 goals and 25 assists for43
points, while Parrish notched 27 goals and 15
assists for 42 points.
Although missing a trip to the national
tournament was a disappointment for the
Huskies, many positives came out of the
season, however, the future is still up in the
air.
''The end of the season was a
disappointment because we had such high
aspirations. We wanted to go to the NCAA's
but it was unfortunate how it ended," Cullen
said. "We could be as talented as any team in
the league next season and possibly in the
nation or close to it...If we have everybody
back."
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Husky earns All-American honors
by Rob LaP/ante

DeRosier sets new indoor national record

SPORTS EDITOR

Dustin DeRosier's indoor pole

vaulting career came to a fairy ta1e
ending after a record setting finish
at the NCAA Division II national
tournament.

After

DeRosier

broke

the

previous indoor national pole vault

record of 17-6 1/1 with a leap of I80 l/4, he said it was the best feel ing

he has ever experienced.
"There were a total rush of
emotions that went through my
.head, it was just awesome,"
DeRosier said. "It was lhe perfect
way to end my indoor collegiate
career."
SCSU pole vaulting coach
Kevin Hanson said the reaction of

the opposing coaches and players
whi le DeRosier was jumping 17-0

in

his

earlier

jumps

were

overwhelming.

"I looked at a couple of the
coaches that I know after
(DeRosier) had just jumped 17-0

and they looked at each other and
said it's over, who's going to take
second?'' Hanson said.
DeRosier actually won the event
and broke the NCAA indoor
national record after his 17-8 jump,
but Hanson said he and DeRosier
were not satisfied.
"Going into the event, ·we knew
that a jump of 17-4 or 17-6 was
going to win the event," Hanson
said. "Our goal was to have
(DeRosier) aim for something even
better and he did just that."
DeRosier said his parents, who
attended the tournament, were
elated with his record-setting jump.
"My parents were really excited
and I saw them jumping out of their
seats," DeRosier said. "They felt I
w~ able to do this a long time ago
and when I did it they about tackled
14 people in the stands."
The I8-0 1/4 jump was not only

an Indoor national record, but it
While everyone was excited
automatically qualified him for AU- and cheering on DeRosier, Hanson
American status.
said he wasn't as excited as
It will also increase DeRosier's • everyone else.
chances for the 2000 Summer
"For me I wasn't as elated as
Olympics, which is something he everybody else," Hanson said. "It
had been shooting for.
was just something that I knew was
DeRosier said he will enjoy the going to happen and I actually was
moment, but up next he is going to looking for somethi ng a little
concentrate on the outdoor season higher."
before he picks up a sponser.
Hanson said he did feel
"After college, I'll pick up a DeRosier did an excellent job of
sponser," DeRosier said. "For now, staying focused after breaking the
I am concenlrating on the outdoor record.
seaso·n and right now I'm just
"I have been harping on
seeing what happens with the (DeRosier) for a year now to go in
weather, because the weather will there and not worry about anything
determine how high I will go in the else but to go higher," Hanson said.
outdoors."
"He had great mental preperation
qeRosier said there are still a lot and considering he was going into a
of things he needs to improve on.
national meet and.starts at 17-0, that
"My overall technique is still blew people away.':
down and there are still a lot of
"A lot of lesser competitors
things I need to fix," he said.
might have been happy with what

Julia Peterson/PHOTO EJJfTOR '

they accomplished," Hanson said.
The story book ending alO)OSI
didn't happen for DeRosier as his
goal his last couple of meets was to
try and clear 18-0, which he was
unsuccessful at doing until the
NCAA national tournament.
'The main thing was I couldn't
get discouraged," Del}osie~ said. "I
had to find a way to achieve my
goal and all along I just felt if it was
meant to be it wi ll happen."
Be.Sides DeRosier's record
breaking perfonnance, the Husldes
had four other players represent
SCSU in Indianapolis.
Senior Sandy Dingmann and
junior Bobby Ewings gai'ned AllAmerican honors for their fifth
place finishes in their respective
events.
Dingmann finished fifth in the
women's 20-pound weight throw
with a toss of 50-2 3/4.
Ewings took fifth in the men's
55-metcr dash with a time of 6.42.
"I had ·a chance to see Ewings
run in the preliminaries," DeRosier
said. "It was awesome to see him
run and it was great to see how he
ended up. He definitely ended up
gaining a lot of respect."
Junior
Carrie
Meinert,
sophomore Julia Karst and
~phomore Canncn Richardson
also placed for the Huskies.
Meinert's leap of 5-5 in the high
junmp was good for a ninth place
fini sh.
Richardson finished ninth in the
55-meterdash with a time of7.25.
Karst finished 11th in the shot
put throwing, 42-6 1/4.
Dingmann nearly gained AllAmerican honors in the shot put as
she finished seventh with a throw of
45.5 3/4.
DeRosier said all of the Huskies
that qualified were all supportive of
each other.
'They were as excited for me as
I was," DeRosier said. "I was very
excited
for
(Ewings
and
Dingmann), for their achievements
and for the rest of the players. They
might not have placed as Well as
they had liked, but they all did well
being it was their first-ever national
meet."
The Huskies will begin their
outdoor track and field season
Saturday, April 5 at the Mankato
State ihvitational.

Senior ·pole vaulter Dustin De Rosier placed first with a record-breaking vault of 18 fee~ 1/4 inch at the NCAA Division II indoor track
and field meet Saturday, March 8 in Indianapolis, Indiana . DeRosier's record vault crushed the old indoor mark of 17-6 1/2.
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Subscription
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4-bedroom apartments
available with:

seeks aggresive CAMPUS MA/VA GERS.

*Part-time at Full-time pay.
*$$$ Paid Out Monthly.
*Frequent Bonus Contests -~'!.,,_.,,s,
*Set your own hours ~•,-.<"'
*No cost to you 11,.,,,..
~'b,'\'b,~

"" '

~c.:,C.:,
~,~

,\\

APARTMENT
FINDERS

• Tuck-under parking
• Heat Paid
• Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microwave

259-4040

BIGGEST APARTMENTS ON CJlMPUl!I

For information
call
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University Chronicle & KVSC
Academy Award Contest-- 1997
Winning entries will be announced in University Chronicle
and on Movies on the Radio - KVSC-FM
(entry deadline .. 4'p.m,. Mar. 23, 1997)

Best Picture

Best Actor

Best Supporiing Actor

Best Actress

The English
Patient
Fargo
Jerry Maguire
Secrets & Lies
Shine

TOm Cruise
Ralph Fiennes

Cuba Gooding, Jr.

Brenda Blethyn

Be~! Supporting
Actress

William H. Macy

Diane Keaion

Joan Allen

Anthony Minghella
Joel Coen

Woody Harrelson

Armin Mueller-Stahl
Edward Norton
James Wood

Frances McDormand
Kristin Scott Thomas

Lauren Bacall

Milos..forman

Juliette Binoche
Barbara Hershey

Mike Leigh
Scott Hicks

Geoffrey Rush
Billy Bob Thornton

Emily Watson

Best Director

Marianne Jean-Baptiste

our N a m e : - - - - - - ~ - -

Phone Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ddress: - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mail or drop off your entry at the SCSU, Department
of Mass Communications, Stewart Hall 125, SCSU,
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498; or FAX to : 654-5337

Tie Breaking Comments:

Your own
personal space.
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SUMMER
RENTALS
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PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
259-4259

EXCEL Property

Mgmt, Inc.
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
or summer and fall.

_Call 251 -6005

-------,
Be noticed.
255-1171
'.AIN !I

• 4 bedroom apts.
• 8 campus locaticins
• 1V & phone jacks in

all bdnns.
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• X-tra large bathrooms
w/ 2 showers
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• Laundry facilities
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ARTISf PLlJNQ'S INTO.
CONNECl10N BEIWf.fN

AISl1lETI(l TECBNOLOGY
Story by

EricJ. Hedlund
Editor in Chief
Photos by

Scott Anderson
Staff photographer

O

ne decision at a time, what we create

transfonns us. Every time we create,
whether it's artistic, technologicaJ or
anything else, that process affects what and
who we are.
For St. Paul artist Robert Delutri, that
statement is part of the essence of his work. In
the latest exhibit in theAtwood Main Gallery,
Delutri is displaying some of the results of his
own artistic process.
The artwork in the gallery is a
conglomeration of brush strokes, grey meta],
fluorescent-colored wires, circuit boards and
other technological debris. Bright lights

gleam off translucent mylar shrouds, and
disks from computer hard drives lance
through solid sheet metal.
The aesthetics of technology, more than
its practical function, is also at the heart of

Dclutri's exhibit. But the message of this
installation goes beyond that. In describing
his artwork, Delutri uses one word
frequently: process.
Some artists prefer not to give their
exhibits a specific message. Instead they let
those viewing their works come up with their
own interpretation of w;hat the exhibit is
trying to say. Delutri said his exhibit has.less
of a message than a connection.
"I see the work as being connected to what
I call a solutional aesthetic process," Delutri
said. "For me, art is about problem solving,
and in that regard it's very much related to

science and technology. I see both of those
impulses coming out of the same process of"
trying to come to tenns with reality."
Some of those technological impulses
come from his academic and vocational
background. He received bachelor's degrees
in art and history at Briar Cliff College in
Sioux City, Iowa, and studied art, art history
and training and instructional systems as a
graduate student at the University of
Minnesota.
"I have a background in audio-visual
systems design, working with technology
from the standIXJint
·
· tion
and syst_ems," Delu
sparked his interests in the aesthetics of
technology, a subject matter he has been
working with for 15 years.
"When you open up a computer and !OOk
at all the patterns in the circuits and materials
that arc a part of that computer, there was
some sensibility into making that that went
beyond just the actual problem solving, the
technology ilSelf," Delutri said.
Delutri has two main reasons he uses
actual technological comIXJnenlS, like the
circuit boards in his ''Circuit Dreams" series
and the disks from computer hard drives in
his "Disk Dreams" series.
The first is because people viewing the
artwork will recognize the objects as
technological in origin.

Roberl Dtlutri's exhibit will be on display in the Atwood Memorial Center Gallery'until
April 16. The gallery is open from 8a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

"Em~rging Technology," the major component of which is a 500 pound sheet of
metal, is part of the new exhibit in the Atwood Main Gallery.

Junior Shigeo lwamiya examines the artwork in the Robert Delutri exhibit
Monday afternoon in the Atwood Main Gallery.

..

When he creates, Delutri finds that the
The second is the intrinsic aesthetic
final product is sometimes nothing like his
qualities of the objects.
"There's something that I'm just initial concepL This is especially true when
borrowing and applying to another purpose, computer design is involved.
but I'm not taking anything away from that
"It's what I __sall a _const'.1°t state of flux,
this notion that there's a
aesthetic that is already
there," Delutri said.
continual transition in
the problem solving
He works with the idea
process," Delutri said.
that technology starts out
"You're not always
as basic materials, such as
silicon and steel, that have
dealing with just one
thing. Each -time yoU
to
be
transformed,
consider one thing, other
manipulated and shaped in
order for them to become
fa~ss~x~:;~~:~
actual technology.
He compared this
especially true when
transfonnation to the
Delutri has used a
process of turning a rock
computer to design
into a wheel.
artwork.
Delutri's artistic origins
"I've had situations
where I've done things
lie in photography. His first
day
is
show was a black and
on the computer and
tried to translate that into
white photography exhibit
in 1969 at the Sioux City
traditional paint or
sculpture and it didn't
Art Center.
work the way I had
He subsequently began
Robert
Delutri
anticipated,"
Delutri
working with other media
Sr. PAUL ARTIST
said. "When you start
- painting, sculpture and
changing the scale from
computer graphics.
"I will sometimes take
the computer screen to
images that I create using traditional large-scale painting, the whole dynamic
materials and incorporate those into changes, and colors that work on the screen
electronic images and then play with those," don't necessarily work on a 3 foot by 4 foot
Delutri said. "It's a process that can start in painting."
any number of mediums and end up
Go TO EXHIBIT, PAGE 14 •
completely someplace else."

Question the
absolute and the
obvious, and
nurture the
courage to
imagine, where
every
a
walk to the edge
of the universe.
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Semisonic delivers uncommon debut
by Betsy Cahill
MUSIC CRITIC

Minneapolis is known to many
for its vast array of musical talent.
The same city credited with the
birth of the artist formerly known
as Prince, The
Replacements, and Soul
Asylum now has
another name to add to
its neverending list of
nationally recognized
artists - Semisonic took
its first run at a major

label in 1996 with their
debut 'The Great

Divide."
Semisonic began as
a cover band known as Pleasure, in
1,992 after the demise of Trip
Shakespeare, an equally talented

local band that never received the
recognition it deserved. Frontman
Dan Wilson and bassist John
Munson, both fonnerly ofTrip
Shakespeare, joined with drummer
Jacob Slichter and began writing

original songs and touring in 1993.

Together they created an altemaIt is an eerie reflection on life
pop trio destined for success.
and living with purpose. Wilson .
, "The Great Divide" is certainly
wrote the song after a close friend
committed suicide. Instead of
evidence of this. Building off
influences such as Oasis, the
condemning the act as one of selfBeatles, Joni Mitchell and the
pity and selfishness, he
Pretenders, Semisonic has created
chose to pay tribute to the
its own clever blend of
life his friend led.
power pop and trippy,
The delicious
effect-happy guitar rock. combination of musical
In the title track to
styles keeps 'The Great
the album, British pop
Divide" from getting
in0uences are quite
monotonous and
evident.
deva<;tatingly repetitive like
The catchy melody
most pop albums.
and happy chorus sing
The Opel).ing song, "F.
N. T." which stands for
of being out in the
"fasdnating new thing", has
. world on four own and
hint at the feeling of
.. a straightforward rock feel
adventure this can spark. But
complete with driving
Wilson's lyrics always seem to
guitar solos and a solid bass
convey to me a dark, uneasy
line. This song is perhaps
feeling. Despite the upbeat
an allegorical representation
peppiness of the music, the words
of the trio's thoughts on
touch on hidden pains and
their new band, and the great
anxieties.
feeling of havil)g something new
The track "Down in Flames"
and dreaming about its potential
was the first single released from
and future possibilities.
the album.
The true side of Semisonic

c~mes out in tracks like "No One
Else."
The spacey, contemplative
mood brought on by the excess of
guitar effects shows the creative

The delicious

Semisonic apart from other
trios.
Perhaps the most impressive
aspect of this group is Jacob
Slichter's drumming ability. In an
attempt to create a larger
sound from a trio, Slichter
plays keyboard and sings
back-up vocals while
drummiJJg.
Anyone who has seen
Semisonic live can't help but
be in awe - not only witlt
the tremendous rapport with
the audience and stage
presence, bUI also with
Slichter playing keyOOard
with one hand and his drum
set with the o'ther.
Semisonic is certainly not
your ordinary band, and
'The Great Divide" is in no
way your ordinary pop
album.
The refreshing new sound - a
combination of intelligent,
wondering lyrics, catchy melodies
and guitar riffs - is one that can
make everyone happy.

combination of musical
styks keeps The Great
Divide'from getting
monotonm,s and
devastatingly repetitive
like most pop albums.
and inventive side to the band. It is
a sound that makes the band seem
like a plethora of musicians
jammed into a crowded recording
studio, which is what sets

Coming home means change in outlook
Faraway experiences remain close to the heart after return
by Nicole Wimberger
OVERSEAS COLUMNIST

Saying goodbye. After living in close
proximity with 55 other students, forging
friendships and learning amazing
masses of infonnation about the
world and aOOut myself, I have
become extremely attached to this
small town, its people and this
amazing castle in which we live.
But how do I say goodbye'?
Six months of life here have
been a virtual fantasy. I have had
the opportunity to travel to places
I had only heard about or seen on
television. Each day has been an
adventure, a dream come true. I have been

calling a medieval castle my home, I have
been residing in England and I have been
living in a climate no colder than a balmy
April day.
So, how do I say goodbye?
I've met a plethora of people so
happy to help, so happy to get to
know me and share their culture
and traditions with me. I have
become close friends with a great
many British people. I have
learned so much, absorbed so
much. I have become a part of this
community, intertwined in this
community.
How do I say goodbye'?
I contemplate how I may have
developed in the time I've spent here in
Alnwick and I
realize I have
altered in my
perception
of the world
and my
personality. I
know I have

amassed a great deal of infonnation. I know
there are traits of my personality that remain
after these six months. But I also know my
experiences in Europe and especially in
England have
changed me forever.
I have become more
confident in myself
and my abilities. I
know I am capable
of handling any
problem I am faced
with, and although I
still take my
"responsibilities
seriously, I can now
have fun with life.
do
This, I learned.
So how can I say
goodbye'?
The friendships I've developed with the
other students staying at the castle have
become a daily tonic for me. I know each
day these people will be there for me, that
we have all experienced nearly the same
situations and have many of the same
worries ahuut daily life and returning to the

United States. I have been able to count on
these people and grow with these people.
Although we are not all best friends, we
have established a common basis of
friendship for the
future.
I can't say good
bye.
I have gained so
greatly and grown so
much in these past six
months, I know I will
never be able to put
this experience
behind me. So, I
know I have to take
this experience with
me. I could never
separate myself from
what I have gained here. I can never change
back to who or what I was before. I can't
leave this experience behind.
And so I won't say good-bye.
To Alnwick and England I have to say
"I'll see you in awhile." I don't know when,
but I wil) return, I have to return.

I have become a part of
this community,
intertwined in this
community.
How
I say goodbye?

Exhibit

Newman Center. The Catholic Church on Campus.
396 First Avenue South
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When spring
comes, we'll let
you know.
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When he's not looking for new
applications of his technological
inspiration,
Delutri
teaches
aesthetics at the Minnetonka Center
for the Arts.
"You challenge people to think
aOOut where their sensibilities arc,"
Delutri said. "One of the big
·questions I like to start out with is,
'What is art?' Each person is
coming at this from a different
perspective, with a different set of
experiences."
Dclutri has had exhibits at the
Wonders of Technology pavillion at
last year's Minnesota State Fair, an
exhibit at the Science Museum of
Minnesota in ~November and the
Nash Gallery at the University of
Minnesota.
"It's been quite an entailed
installation," said Janice Courtney
Walker, interim director of the
University Program Board. Delutri
came to the gallery last week to
plan the placement of his artwork,

13

and spent all day- last Friday setting
up the installation, she said.
'Ije logistics of simply getting
the pieces transported to and set up
in the gallery was challenging,
Walker said. 'This was especially
the
case
with
"Emerging
Technology," which contains a
solid metal plate weighing about
500 lbs.
Delutri's exhibit was the first art
show for UPB Visual Arts
Coordinator Mark Weinerfeldt,
who helped install the exhibit
along with the rest of the Visual
Arts committee.
''I'm not an art major, so I find
this really interesting because it's
something I'm opening myself up
to," Weinerfeldt said.
Assisting Dclutri in the process
of installing and assembling the
artw0rk
was
an
amazing
experience, Walker said. And
process is part of what this exhibit
isaOOut.
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Religions shine light on
questions, relieve stress
by Tabitha Wh/ssemore
•

STAFF WRITER

The stress or college can be hard
to deal with. Many students have

found ways of dealing with it some study harder, drink or fal l into
depression. An alternative that
many students have fo und is
religion.
According to Chuck Mailloux
with the Campus Crusade for
Christ, the number of participants
has risen from 100 to about 120 in
the past year. It is not surprising to
him that many students have found
an interest in religion. "Almost
everyone has an inlcrest in God,"
Mailloux explained.

Mailloux also said during the
college years, students have a lot of
questions about life. He said he
believes students want to be rooral.
"Christianity and faith provide a lot
of answers," he ei plained.
Darius Larsen, a pastor at the
University Lutheran Church,
agreed. "I don't think there's a time
when more questions are coming
together," Larsen said. "Students are
trying to sort out who they are and
what they want."
One student, Mindy Walker,
regularly attends the NCwman
Center on campus. She said her
beliefs are what keep her going to
church. '1 have a belief that there is
something after this," Walker said.
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'There's something waiting for

me.".

.

Mailloux, whi le happy with
i_ncreasing attendance at weekly
meetings. believes that more people
do not attend because they are
turned off by the idea of an
instilutionaf setting.
'There
are
a
lot
of
mi sconceptions about religious
institutions," he commented.
"People think they're all old and
boring."
Walker said that she enjoys
attending SCrvices at the Newman
Center because it is a little less
traditi0nal than her church at home.
"Here il's more studcnt
centered," she said. 'i'hey sti ll say
the same things, but a little
different ly."
1n order to appeal to a younger
group, Larsen said that University
Lutheran works to ITlake services
more exciting and to have fresher,
more upbeat music. He also said
that the church tries to, provide
activities to give students a better
sense of belonging.
"We have special activities that
are really works of hospitality just
for the studen~," Larsen said.
One of the activities is a
connection program, where students
are set up with non students in the
comrriunity. A couple times during
each quarter, the two will get
together.
" It gets students off-campus and
gives them a break from studying,"
Larsen said.
For many students, religion is
not. only helpful during life's hard
times, but is also there during the
good
times,
according
to
Mailloux.
'1bcre is a lot of spirituality of
students," Mailloux said "Religion
can provide a lot of answers about
life."
With the upcoming Easter
holiday, most of the religious
organiz.ations on campus are having
special services to attend to
student's needs, such as Lent
services and a Reconciliation
4

l

4

service.

Lukas Johnson/SY.FF PHOTOGRAPHER

The Rev. Kevin Anderson is a pr'iest at Newman Center.

All students are invited to attend.
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History in a hurry
fraught with bumpy
roads for UC editprs
University Chronicle has been blessed for several years with
a dependable printer in Sauk Centre.
However, to the chagrin of the editors, two printer's mistakes
on our front page have made the campus newspaper staff feel
like our readers may think they are totally inept. After years of
no such snafus, twice in the same week two of three "teaser''
photos on the front page have been transposed.
In one instance, touring SCSU choir members in China are
depicted as drunk rioters, and in the other, Indian holiday
celebrants are wearing Husky hockey garb. Ouch!
Contact with our printer has confinned the errors were made
in production at the Sauk Centre eQd, and the preparatory
portion of the process was correctly accomplished by the
editors. We are assured steps are being taken to avoid a repeat.
While these mistakes do not rise to the level of what is now
known as the "John Derus incident" at the Star Tribune in
November, they deeply hurt the image of the best non-daily
campus newspaper in Minnesota, not to mention the egos of the
editors who toil here.
Yes, college journalists make mistakes. Ironically, that's one
reasons why they are here: to learn the ropes, to attend the
school of hard knocks. And it is a raw deal when circumstances
outside their control trample on their best efforts.
Unfortunately, and too typically, trigger-happy critics shoot
from the hip when criticizing apparent errors in fa~t. placement,
coverage or meaning. For example, a letter elsewhere on the
opinion pages takes the newspaper to task on a news judgment
issue. Too oft"en such critics either fail to understand the facets
of newspaper preparation or glibly assign convenient, selfconceived causes (such as sexism) to the problem, thereby
missing the point - and the teaching moment.
This newspaper, and its student editors, are exceedingly
mindful of their role as the "chronicle" of SCSU history, albeit,
"in a hurry." We must continue to demand, as readers and in
some cases as mentors, their attention to facts and ethics.
Regarding this photo fiasco, let's give them a break.
Regarding less egregious errors, they are bumps in the road
for budding journalists.
Regarding a claim of sexism in coverage: a mere fantasy.
Michael Vadnie, adviser
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STAFF OPINION
ROBERT KRAEMER, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Steps to an effective opinion
Since my induction into
this paper as an editor at the
beginning of winter quarter, I
have been astounded by some
of the letters sent in the fonn
of opinions.
Whilst leaky

when it comes to print
journalism. As such, here are a
few tips that may improve the
success of your opinions
piece:
• Have someone who will
be brutally honest

likely to be accepted by
readers than one thrown
together in haste.
•Try to effectively sum•up,"
in as few sentences as
possible, ideas that read
similarly. Too often people
write in two or three
paragraphs "".hat could have
~:~ci!t~:~1"
:~~osuern;~~~f
been said in one.
book bags were
Proofing your own
bemg stolen, AMA
work often lends
• Although our policy
was conducung
, 41
itself to mistakes clearly states that we reserve
"busmess" and
~,
we know what was
the right to edit for spelling,
1
grammar, syntax and length, it
sports teams were
,
mtended so we skip
wmrung with names
over obvtous errors
is a good idea to send as clean
of "long-forgotten
• Use a dictionary a copy as possible. In doing
so, you will ensure more fully
Indian tribes that exist today
and/or a spell check.
only in the stereotypical, lazy
• Present arguments in such J that what you have written is
Indian who lives on the
a way that you do not lose
what will appear.
res·ervations reaping the
your validity and credibility
• Know that, often times,
benefits of their casinos and
(Using tenns
handwritten
government grants."
such·as "chick"
letters are left at
..
the wayside. In
Not only have some of the
and "toots"
letters printed in this awardonly
ihis day and
... It is a shame to age there is no
winning publication been
demonstrate
downright ignorant, but some
your inability to
reason a typed
see so~
have contained the
fonn an
letter cannot be
legitimately
grammatical skills expected of effective
sent. The
a fourth-grader.
argument on
Chronicle a1so
concerned
"Look at what you write
your own
has an e-mail
readers voice address in
before sending it in. Some of
merit).
the stuff I got was still warm,"
• When
themselves so which letters
c-an be sent.
said Shannon Swanson,
referring to
carelessly.
fonner opinions editor and
printed work, it
SCSUisan
- - - - - - - - - establishment
current managing editor.
is helpful to
Unfortunately, the amount
know the
commited to a
higher level of education and
of technologi~al advances
difference between a story, a
made in communication in
column, an essay (staff
as such it is a shame to see
recent years does not allow us opinion), a review and an
some legitimately concerned
to hear messages exactly the
editorial. The tenn "article" is readers voice themselves so
way the communicator woulP
vague and, in some cases, may carelessly.
like us to.
not be the correct tenn.
By no means am I
We must rely solely on the
• Do some homework. A
discouraging reader response.
use of the English language
researched opinion is more
Simply use sound judgement.
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Conglomerates
create paranoia
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SIGNE
PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS

~~delphia

;

They're rising in power. They're gearing up to take over the
world. No, I'm not talking about a "Soviet threat," or even "Star
Wars" merchandising, though the latter is in the right Oirection.
I'm talking about something ripped from news:_the
conglomeration of corporate America.
It seems every time you tum arouild, there's another megamerger in the works ... Time Warner, Cap Cities/ABC, Disney,
Viacom. All these companies have been
involved in mergers recently.
MEDIA
Where does it stop? It doesn't. Don't get
MEDITATIONS
me wrong. I don't completely hate big
business. It's an equally a love-and-hate
thing.

Business enriches life and the economy
with products, computers, technology, and
even infonnation. But, as we grow more
dependent on the corporate supply of these
products, we become less aware of the
faceless corporate entities behind those
products, and the control they have over
BY JASON
our lives.
LEmERT
A common misconception about the
news industry is organizations will give us
what we need to know. Concerning a business, this isn't
necessarily true.
A television news broadcast mixes what we need to know
with what sells (or gets ratings). Therefore, yourtypical 5 p.m.
nightly news report barely scratches the surface.
Though corporate America does an incredible amount for
society (including charities); in the end it's~n-ot personal - it's
just business. It would serve well to keep this in mind every
time the right wing yells "Laissez faire. Adam Smith. Leave
business alone. Really, you can't blame business; its structure is
built for survival and profit, not public good.
Money makes the world go 'round, and it also decides
politics. If everyone had 10 or 20 grand to blow on election
campaigns, we might be represented fairly. Millions are spent
on lobbyists out to influence legislators; how many lobbyists
represent you and your interests? Plenty if your name is Trump,
Eisner or Murdoch. Millions are spent on this influence which
should originate from a citizen's vote.
Republicans have pushed media deregulation for years. It
started with Reagan in the 80s and has been continued by the
current congress which ramrodded through the most sweeping
communications bill in our history - which was allegedly cowritten by lobbyists. Just take a look at the local results: a
company can buy up the competition and force them out of
business. The latest casualties .are the Twin Cities Reader and
Rev I 05 radio. Thank you, Republicans.
The national mergers can be much more ominous. The
majority of respective industries is being ever consolidated into
the hands of the few and elite.
There's a new buzzword in the media industry that is
nauseating: Synergy. The many anns of a conglomerate support
and promote the other anns as well as the whole. I experienced
this last week while paging through my Entertainment Weekly. I
came across an article on Warner Brothers big summer film,
"Batman and Robin." The article was a scant piece of text with
four pages of photos, just a glorified press release. You may not
see the connection, but EW is owned by Time Warner, which
also owns Warner Bros. film and television. The article was
really just a free ad. When the film premieres, Time-Warner will
have all its media outlet,; hyping the debut, resulting in millions
of dollars in free publicity and biased reporting.
In the end, it cheapens the product and undercuts consumer
trust. But when everything is owned by three or four companies,
where can you tum? I don't think big business has the express
purpose to control us, but control is where the money is.
That's why a good dose of paranoia can be healthy... just ask
Fox Mulder.

Subscription library could
fix overpriced book issue
I was reading all about the bookstore
overpricing of used books (something I'm all
too familiar with) and the solution occurred to
me: form a school book subscription library.
Basically, a subscription library is a library
where you can borrow books as long as you
make an initial contribution of your own books
to the library. It's an old idea, but it might just
work to solve at least one problem. Instead of
just a few students sharing books, it would
(eventually) be a whole community of students
sharing their books in not just one subject, but
in many subjects. The beauty of this idea is that
it eliminates the middle-man - the bookstore and gets the. book from student to student
directly.

Now, certainly in the first year or so of the
subscription library the selection might be
small, but as the student membership base
increases, so will.the selection. Certainly, what
I'm saying is just the theoretical implications
and if this is to work, we need to know the
practical ramifications: where the books would
be stored, what procedure SCSU would
require, etc. Anyone who has some answers on
that end or who just wants to offer support (or
even those that wish to tell me why the plan is
unfeasible) should e-mail me.
Eric Johnson

Placement of stories leads
to questions of sexism
Regarding your Tuesday,
March 18 story on the filling
of university positions. I find
it interesting that the story
leads with a picture and
description of the new director
of marketing, who is a male.
Mr. Wegener appears to be
highly qualified but the second
most important position in a
university should be and

usually is the academic vicepresident. Also very important
is the student life vice
president.
Their pictures and stories
are on page 6.
Other than the story is
written by a male reporting to
a male editor in chief can you
offer any other explanation for
the priorities in this story?

Perhaps the writer is a
public relations major· and
thinks the u»iversity revolves
around pubtk relations.
If so, he is not the only one
who emphasizes style over
substance.

Letter Policy
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major in school (if applicable)
Signature

Please keep all letters under 300 words.

Steve Frank
Professor
Political science
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Classifieds

Housing

1 OR 2·BDRM. APT.
available now. $420-$485/month.

1, 2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
$285-$375. Three month summer
lease. Located on Campus Clipper
bus route. Michigan Place

Heat includes. On-site laundry,

Apartments. 654-8300.
1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Great amentties, close in location.
Riverside, 251-82B4, 251-9418.

located on campus bus line. 6548300.
1 STOP SHOPPING.
Variety of apartments. 1-4-bdrm.
Close to campus, bus line, parking,
on-site laundry. Call Sharon, 6548300.
.

1, 2, 3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
Summer discounted rents, June,

2-BDRM. APT. '$490/MONTH.
Heat,_ water, garbage included, on-

July and August. $260-$375. Low
securily deposn. 654-8300.

site laundry., located on bus liri~-

1 AND ONLY PLACE TO RENT

for fall 1997. $185/month. Includes
heat, water, garbage and basic

cable. Under new management.
Close to campus. Limtted access
building. High Point Apartments.

259-9673.
1·BDRM. APT.

2·BDRM. APTS.
$280-$325.
Summer
lease.
Volleyball court, pia,ic tables, oosite laundry. Call today, limited
availability. 654-8300.
2·BDRM. '$275/MONTH.
3 roonth summer lease. Close to

campus, on-si1e laundry. 654' 8300·

2-BDRM. APTS.
Sharon, 654-8300.
Close to SCSU, two, three, four
-----~=='C"CC'" • persons. Heat paid. Riverside
1·BDRM. APT AVAILABLE NOW.
Property, 25l·8284, 25l-94l 8,
$380/month. Heat, water, garbage,
3-BDRM. APT.
parking included. Located on
campus bus line. 654-8300.
!n~
~~~~!it~u:u~ui

t~~:t.

stree1 parking, $15. 259-4841.

~ ~;.~-;.-,,,

uue, .. ~

V.

Out the Perks
at Campus Place
Apartments .

Now Renting
3 and 4 BRM Apts.
Within Walking Distance to
C.ampus
.
Ameni~ Include:
•Free off-street parking
•Free $50 gift certificate
from Coborns
• Free heat, water, and
garbage
•Free storage garage for
bikes
• Free study room on our 3 ,
~room apartments
•Garages and tuck under
-available
Other Amenities Include:
•On site laundry
•Controlled entries

•Dishwashers, microwaves,
A/C, and mini -blinds
$199 per person on 4 BRM 's
$249 per person on 3 BRM's

Also Renting for Summer
Starting at $125 per person

252-2000

.

..

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edi1Ion.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words consti1u1es two lines, costing $2. Prices

are per issue.
,
.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standmg account
with University Chronicle.
.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall Forms are inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal business hours.

654-8300.

ii~~~lhp~~~g:u%i~i;ug~\j

$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Off-

Policies:

Friday, March 21, 1997

654-8300.
3 MONTH SUMMER.LEASE.
$115/month, June-August. A/C,
DW., microwave, mini-blinds. High

paid, dishwashers, garages, Excel

$225 each. Fall $255 each, summer

Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.

$135 each. ROOMING HOUSE.

AVAILABLE SUMMER AND
FALL,
Private rooms and four-bdrm. apts.,
heat paid, dishwasher, micro., A/C.,
campus close. 251-6005.
BALCONIES FOR SUMMER!

25 ~un~u~~:~:~s:-=
~rt~
n-s e aun ry,
·
•
·
BEACHWOOD.

One-bdrm. apls. near d.l. and
Cob6m's. Twelve month leases
beginning 6/1 or 9/1. $310-$360.
Heat paid. Dan, 255-9163.
BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS ROOMS
available. Summer and fall rent
available. Lots of extras. One block
from campus! Don't wait, they won't

Point Apartments. 259-9673.

last! Call Matt, 240-0610.

4-BDRM. APT./$295/MONTH.
June, July and AUQUSt. Basic cable
included, microwave, DW, AC, mini·
blinds. Hlgh Point Apartments, 259-

BENTONWOOD.
3/15 and 4/.1. One and -two-bdrm.
apts. SE St. Cloud, jnct. hwy. 10 and

9673.
97-98 SCHOOL YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses and apt.
buildings.
Responsible
and
respectful young adults wanted.

23. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.

Two-bdrm. apts. SE St. Cloud on

Nine-bdrms, ten people. 12 month
$215, fall $245, summer $125. Star
Properties. Phone 267-3291 .or 255·

1274, Greg.
COLLEGEVIEW.
Four-bdrm. near Hockey Center.
Heat paid, $199 fall, $109 summer,
dishwashers. 251-8284, 251-9418.
COLLEGIATEVIEW.
Two-bdrm. apts. $450. Electric Heat.
Spacious, near Hockey Center.

Dan, 255-9163.
CONVENIENT HOUSES,
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdnns., heat paid, spacious.
Riverside Property. 251-8284, 251·

9418.
DOUBLE AND SINGLE
efficiency apartments available
close to campus. Lots of amenities.
Call for details. Ask .for, Matt.. 2,.40-

0610.

Rwerside Property, 251-8284, 251·
9418.

Dan, 255·9163.

255-9163.

$185/MONTH • FALL '97.
Single room in al 4-bdrm. apt.
Includes heat, water, garbage. Basic
cable included also!!! Call today •

BEST DEAL ON 5TH AVE.
Four-bdrm., two bath apt.. Available
June 1. Year leas_e, $125/month,
summer, $215/month, Sept.-May.

EFFICIENCY APT.
for rent near SCSU. Summer, fall.
Call Matt at 253-5787, mornings.

259-9673.
$290/MONTH, SUMMER,
two-bdrm. apts., University and
Southview,
large
bedrooms,
reasonable rates for fall. Heat paid.

Riverside Property. 251·8284, 251·
9418.
$300/MONTH-4-BDRM. APT.
Large apartment close to campus.
Three month summer lease. Close
to campus. 654-8300.
710APTS.
Two-bdrm., $450. Three-bdrm.,
$600. Nine month leases. Electric

Heat. free parl<ing. Dan, 255-9163.
AMENITIES PLUS.
University North, two, three and
four-bdrm., decks, heat paid,
dishwashers, A/C, ooe and ~ hatt
baths. Riverside Property, 251-

8284. 251·9418.
APTS.
Room and efficiencies. Summer,

$99 per mon1h, fall, slarting a1 $169

BRIDGEPORT.
Three-four-bdrm. near Ha1enbeck.
Two
showers,
dishwashers,
microwaves, security. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST.
Large four-bdrms. with two full
baths. Extra storage. Dishwashers,
garages, security. Heat paid.
CHARLAMAINE APT'S.
1997 summer's best choice. Across
from SCSU! Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared for building
with classic design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher, microwaves.
Summer rentals include garage or
.• reserve parking spot. (Limited
number of garages for summer
special). Tour us b/4 u make your
choice! Call 240-0234 to take a look.

per mooth. Three and four-bdrm.
available. Select •Properties, 2531154. Sign now and save.

CHECK IT OUT!!
Nice properties, great locations. 4,
5, 6 avenues, one block to campus.

ATTRACTIVE FOUR-BDRM.
APTS.

monlh, $345/mo. lWO·BDRM.
APTS., 12 monlh. $275 each. Fall

Eighl locations, close to SCSU, heat

FEMALES:
Private rooms in two and threebdrm. apts. for summer and fall.
Utilities paid, laundry, parking, clean,
quiet. 253-0451.

FEMALES TO SHARE APT.
Summer, fall, close to SCSU and
downtown parking. 251-4605.

FIVE AND SIX-BDRM. APTS.
in a house next to campus. Utiltties,
parking included. 259-9434.

AVE-BDRM. HOUSE

Results, 253-0910.

Newly remodeled. EFFICIENCY, 12
$315 each, summer $155 each

THREE-BDRM. APTS. 12 monlh,

to share. Available immediately.
Three rooms left. Call Timothy, 255-

0870.

FOUR-BDRM.,
· close to campus. Microwave, A/C,
laundry facilities, garages and
parking available. $110 summer,
$220 fall.

253-1320.

HIGH POINT APARTMENTS.
Under new mgmt., dishwasher,
microwave, large rooms, A/C,
miniblinds. Fall rate-$185/person.
Summer rate-$115/person. Includes
heat, water and garbage. 259-9673.
HOUSE FOR RENT.
Located on 5th Ave., near SCSU. 10
bdrms-three bathrooms, off-street
parking, all utilities included. Call

240-3554.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES,
apt. buildings. MPM has the m95t
complete selectionnfor , you., Dan,

255-9163.

EFFICIENCIES
and one-bdnn. apts., close to
downtown and SCSU. Many extras.

bus line. $375-$400, twelve month
lease. $425-$450, nine month
lease. Jnct. Hwy. 10 and 23. Dan,

Halenbeck Apts., 259-0977.

FOUR-BDRM APTS.
in newer bldgs. Heat paid,
dishwasher, micro., NC, campus
close, Excel Prop. Mgmt. 251-6005.

HOUSES.
Great locations, quality living. 7bdrm.-13-bdrm.
Heat
paid,
responsible and respectful young
adults. Dan, 255-9163.
LANCASTER PLACE.
Luxury off-campus .living starting at
an affordable price, $210/person.
Spacious two and three-bdrm. apts.,
modem light oak cabinets, window
furnishings, dishwashers, controlled
entries, attractive grounds, laundry
on each floor, garages and plu9:-ins
available. 252-2000.

LARGE, ONE-BDRM.,
great location. 627 7th Ave. S.
Includes garage. Available summer
and fall. Also, extra garage
available. 253-1610.
LARGE, TWO-BDRM. APT.
Free off-street parking, laundry,
m· rowave, newly remodeled, near
Halenbeck Hall. Summer rate-$250,

fall-$480. Call Glen, 251-0029. If no
answer, leave message.

Private Rooms for Women
Avoid the parking problems and the extra
time it takes to get to class each morning...
Live right off campus, yet enjoy all the
benefits of campus living .
Conveniently located across the street from campus on 3rd
A venue South. The building has off street parking, garages,
laundry facilities and cable TV. Available for summer and/or
next school year.

Summer rent: under $100 per month
During school year: $170 per month and up
This is not a party House and smokers need not apply! To see
for yourself, call for an appointment.
Call Bob at 251-8211

Friday, March 21, 1997
M&M SUITES.
One room efficiencies available for
summer and fall. AJC, utilities and

five-bdrm. apts. $235-$279. Call
259-9283· ZS2-6597·
THREE-BDRM. APTS.

~~le~~1i~t~!~~5~=d. Mature, ~~~!~t1t~o~v$2ls ~a~~1i1~
MALE SUBLEASER NEEDED.
Good location. Cost negotiable.
Scot, (612) 866-2966.

~~r t1;o~~~~f~ !_1
9
32

7

35

ea.

Call

TOTALLY NEW!

~~g~i:~~;1~~~2?t~~-~t~:11

METROVIEW APTS.,
two and three-bdrms., close to $315 ea.; summ_er, $155 ea. 5th
SCSU, decks, dishwashers.. Heat Ave. s. next to Coborn's and across
paid, NC, security, garages, micros. from education bldg. Call 267-3291
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 251- or 255-1274.
9418.

-:~:gr~·

NEAT, NEWLY REMODELED
five-bdrm. house. One block from
campus. Lots of parking, female
prelerred. Marl<, (612) 531-9158.

for rent
t;,[,'mer. fall.
Call Matt at 253-5787, mornings.

NEEDED BY APRIL 1!
Female roommate to share twobdrm. apt-garage,
fireplace!
$190/month and1/2 utilities (approx
$30). Must be okay with cat and

~~:~b::~al~ostt:·1. apts. by

~~:inp~!~t;eta~:~e~ele~~:~1i
'97 if interested!

NINE-BDRM. ROOMING HOUSE.
Very nice! 6th Ave. S. 12 mo., $215;
fall, $245; summer, $125. Call 267·
3291 or255-1274.
NORTH CAMPUS.
Toree-four-bdnns. with decks, close
to campus. Garages, security,
dishwashers, micros. Heat paid.
Results, 253-0910.
NOW RENTING,
eight locations, campus close,
amenities galore, Excel Prop. Mgmt
251-6005.
OLYMPIC II.
Three-four-bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split units with
two fu!I baths. Dishwashers, micros,

=wese:~;;~'1of°-.~~-~:a.!__
ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available summer and fall. Great
summer discounts. Gall Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.
ONE-BDRM. APTS.
starting June. 259-9434.
ONE IN FOUR-BDRM.,
sub!easer specials, $179 and up.
University Square, 251-0525.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. Heaf paid, well
maintained b!dgs., eight locations,
close to campus, dishwashers,
parking, laundry, Excel Prop. Mgmt.
251-6005.
SINGLES.

MIF, available immediately. $169 per
month. Select Properties, 253-1154.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.,
two large bdrms., dose to SCSU,
cheap summer and fall rates.
Riverside Property, 251-8284, 2519418.
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TWO-BDRM. APTS.

TWO-BDRM. APTS,
summer.
Three-bdrm.
apts.,
summerandfall.Allan,251-1010or
253-3488.
-----=TW=o'".a"'D;;:R;;;M,-.- - in
duplex
by
Halenbeck.
Summerl1all. Call 251-8941.

TWO-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summeri1all. Call 251-8941.
TWO ROOMS AVAILABLE
in four-bdrm. apts. Located across
from Halenbeck Hall. Female, rent
$199, spring quarter, heat paid,
whirlpool, deposit $250. Call 2400234.
TWO, THREE AND FOUR-BDRM.
APTS.
for summer only. 259-9434.

WINDSOR WEST.
Four-bdnn. units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
securi!Y. Heat paid. Results, 253-

0010.

Attention
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!!! No repayments,
ever!!!$$$ Cash for college $$$. For
info.: (800) 243-2435. •
DO YOU GET NERVOUS
when preparing for or taking
exams? Does your mind go blank
when taking a test? Help in t~st
anxiety is available as a study berng
conducted. Cootact Pam at 2554993 for info.
EUROPE $229.
Within
USA,
$79·$129.
Caribb./Mexico, $189 r/t. Cheap
fares
everywhere!
airhitch@netcom.comtwww.isicom.
lrlairhitchl (888) AIRHITCH.

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fraternities sororities and groups.
Any camp~s organization can raise
STATEVIEW.
· up to $10CX) by earning a whopping
Four-bdrm. units on campus. Two $5/VISA application. Call (800) 932-·
showers, dishwashers, microwaves, 0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
security. Heat paid. ReStJlts, 253- receive FREE T-SHIRT.
0910.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
SUBLEASE SPRING QUARTER.
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
Single bdrms. in houses/apts. Dan, repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free
255-9163.
(800) 218-9000 Ex1. H-3883 tor
current listings.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units close to
RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and Professional. 240-2355.
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
SCSU HEALTH FAIR
April 2nd from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
SUMMER & FALL
Atwood Ballroom. Free health
'97-98 school year. Two, four and screenings available.

SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll free (800)
218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for current
listings.

more infonnalion. (504) 4299225 ex1. 5311C11

CRUISE AND ~ND TOUR
employment. Discover _how
to work in exotic locatIoos,
meet fun people, while
earning up to $2000/mo. in
these exciting industries.
Cruise Information Services:
(206)
971-3554
ex1.
C56817.
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TOM'S BARBERS)iOP.
(i national carr.pany! ,FrN~",, I.
Two barbers, all cuts, ·walk-in~. 251ij supplias. post.?.ge:
7270, 9 Wllson SE. Special on
!i
sel tmg! Bonuses! S!art a
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
1
imm3diatoly! Genu1.ne l,,
Headquarters and all other students,
~ oppcrtuni!y! Ru&.SAS.E.:
$5. All other weekdays, $6.
• CRUISE SHIPS HIRING.
n V H C, SUITE, 174
Earn to $2000+/mo. plus
~ 186 1. N.E'EDE.lli"\L IDfY .
-WANTED:
HOLLTI-IOOD,l'L '33020 .
Olymp< weight bench, weights, 45 free world travel (Europe,
Caribbean, etc.). No exp.
~~
lb. bar and accessories. 968-6615.
necessary. Room/board.
Ring
(919)
918-TT67,
ex1.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY.
WORKERS NEEDED
Specializing in candids before, C199.
for Minnesola Elks Youth Camp,
during and after the ceremony.
Nisswa, MN. Male and female ~bin
EXTRA
INCOME
FOR
'97.
Professional and courteous, will
counselors, waterfroot supeNIsor,
work with ·you to determine a Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing lifeguards, craft specialist, ~aturalist,
shooting schedule that will fit into envelopes. For details, rush $1 with nurse, and kitchen assistants.
SASE
to:
Group
Five,
6547
N
your wedding day plans. Very
Positions start June 11 and end
reasonable packages. For more Academy Blvd. Dept. N, Colorado August 10. Good pay, plus room and
Springs. Co. 80918.
information, call 654-8501 .
board. Call (507) 373-6002 for
applicatioo and information.
HELP WANTED.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For .help and hope, call: St Cloud Accounting/sales positioo in si!Jatl
retail
store.
Part-time
now,
full-time
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
For Sale
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St. summer. $6.50/hour. Accounting
major preferred. 252-0130.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.
440 BLACK ARCTIC CAT.
HELP WANTED.
-1997, 120 miles. Moving, must sell.
Men/women earn $480 weekly $3600. Call Rick at 259-7128.
Employment
assembling circuit boards/electronic
1991 FORD PROBE.
colll)Ollents at home. Experie~e
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
unnecessary, will train. Immediate 85 K. sporty. great condttion. Aslcing
reading books. Part time. At home. openings your local area. Gall (520) $5500. 7~34.
Toll free. (800) 218-9000 ex1. R· 680-7891 ex1. C200.
3883 for listings".
PENTAX ME SUPER 35 MM
IMMEDIATE PART-TIME
CAMERA,
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
and fu!l-time. 27 positions available wide angle, 200 m lens, swivel flash,
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free with
no
experience
nee. carrying case. Phooe: 259-7900.
(800) 218-9000 Ex1. T-3883 for Approximately 12 hrslweek. $370 $200
\ Listings.
per week avg. to start. For more
NEW ARMY
-,$:::1-:::500:::-::W;;E:;:EK;;;L:;;Y,;:P;;;O;;:;TE"'NTim.A:OL- info., call 251-1835.
and leather jacket, $34.99 and
mailing our circulars. For info. call
MENTAL HEALTH
$49.99. 259-5961.
(301) 429-1326.
PROFESSIONAL
or practitioner: Position provid~s
_ ~
$ 1,750 WEEKLY
~possible mailing our circulars;--For individual, group and family
Personals
couriseling as well as case
inlo. call (301) 306-1207.
management
responsibi(it\es.
CHRIST AND SATAN
Requires master's licensed ellgIble are REAL! Worship is about giving.
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
(preferred) or bache\~r's !n
Earn to $3000-$6000+/mo. in behavioral sciences and bl1Ingual in Try giving of yourself at ~our next
worship time and see the difference.
fisheries, parks, resorts. Airfare!
Spanish. Salary commensurate with
Food/lodging! Get all the options. education and experience. Excellent Then you will know the truth and the
truth will set you free!
Call (919) 918-7767. ex1. A199.
benefits. Woodland Centers is one
of the largest comprehensi~e
JESUS AND SATAN
ALASKA SUMMER
community mental health cente~ In are pretend. Bible contradiction:
EMPLOYMENT.
MN serving a diverse population, Jesus was born from a virgin. (Luke
Fishing industry. Learn how
only
two
hours -~ut
of 1:34-35) (Matt. 1:24-25) (Matt. 1:18)
students can earn up to $2B50/mo. Minneapolis/St. Paul. Pos1l10f! open
+ benefits (room and board). Call until filled. To apply, send resume Joseph was the natural father of
Alaska Information Services: (206) and references to Human Jesus. (John 6:42) (Luke 4:22)
(Luke 2:33) (Luke 2:27) (Matt.
971-3514 ex1. A56815.
Resources
Dept.,
Woodland 13:55) (Luke 2:48) If Joseph was not
Centers, P.O. Box 787, Willmar, MN the natural father of Jesus, then
ARE YOU READY FOR A
56201. AA/EOE.
Jesus)was not the messiah. (Rom.
REWARDING SUMMER?
1:3) (2 lim. 2:8) (Rom. 9:5) Rev.
Camp Birchwood, a small northern
MODELS WANTED
Minnesota children's camp, seeks for evening university life art 22:16) (Acts 13:22-23) (Acts 2:30)
students to work as camp classes. Please call for appointment (Jer. 23:5) (2 Sam 7:12-13) (Psalms
counselors. Preference given to between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. (320) 89:3-4) (Psalms 132:11) (Luke 1:3233) Those who threaten others _with
applicants with skills in horseback 363-2867.
infinite torture are terrorists.
riding, sailing, water skii~g, golf and
Logically test everything. Atheism is
windsurfing. Food service support
NANNIES!
staff also needed. For an Call the elite nanny service! Exciting true. The Christian perfect moral
example, 11:f biblical Jesus ~hrist is
application, call 654-0865.
positioos nation-wide! No fe_e. Top an infinite torturer of his own
salaries. One year commItment. children, an infinite terrorist.
ATTENTION STUDENTS.
Nannies Plus. Sandy, (800) 726Local St. Cloud company has 3965.
TO J/S PRETEND:
openings for spring and summer
work. Great opportunity for further NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT. Logic never proves anythin9 unless
experience
in
business, Want to work in America's national a logical argument's prem1Ses are
assumed true. No arguments for or
communications, management and
against God's existence have
marketing. Approx. $~85-$~ 15
f~~!fiea~
unassailable premises, as we have
avg.fweekly. To schedule interview, bonuses?
(SeasonaVsummer) no method for confinning or denying
phone 251-1835.
Learn how from Outdoor lnfonnation definitions of God. Therefore, your
Serv~es. Call: (206) 971-3624 ex1. personal belief in atheism's truth
BAHAMAS.
N56815.
derived through your ~ccepta~ of
Looking for a great lifestyle? If you
a particular set of logical premises
enjoy excitement, people and travel,
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
our company is looking for you! Earn opportunities at Wayzata Country demonstrates faith; not unlike the
while you learn! Call 654-1110, M-F. Club, west of Minneapolis. O_utdoor faith for those religions you find so
irrational and contemptible. Logic is
work on the golf course. Uniforms, only the beginning of wisdom.
COLLEGE STUDENTS!
meals and golfing privileges
Summer cruise line positions. provided. Competitive wages and Atheism is ?????
Excellent pay/benefits. Call today for fle~ble hours. (612) 473-6955.
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At Ca.MN,y B,;.
you can give the
gift of hfe and eam money

REsa.RCES.
,

11ou,r 1

to pay for your
memories of spring !?re;,k
Thousands of
people Just like you re1y on
pla5ma products to live
healthy normal lives. Your

Spring Quarter 1997
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Thurs.

(Friday Hours 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.)

donation is so lf'llJOrt.cint w

, ~ l"Mi~ other-5, you ·"_re c0f1l'}ensat• ~ ~ ~ edforyourt1me.

Plasma donations are con,:;,letely safe & easy. You can
use this time to_ study. relax. or remember the good t imes
with your fnends on Spnng Break ''.:fl.
For more Information or to schedule
an appointment can 259-6300. _

Community Bio-Resources
In response to student requests, we are extendtng our hours to be
more accessible:
• For evening students
• For students with work or class scheduled throughout the day
• For student teachers and Interns

2019 Stearns Way.

Mon.- Thurs.
Fri.
Sat

6 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
6 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

For more information and appoin.tments call 255 - 3193

A tradition of excellence in student health care

1/2 Price Taps s. Apps
• Great Pay
• Flexible Schedules
• Free Tickets

• On-Site Housing or
Rent Reimbursement
• Internship/Scholarship
Programs
• Incentive Bonus Program
• Weekly Social Events
Apply oow to, a summe< of fun and ,
No expenence necessary.
Valleyfalr is the largest farnity amusement

excitement.

I

~

•

park in the Upper Midwest and features over
75 rides, live shOwsand attractions. Join us
this season and enjoy exclusive times to

rideWildThing, oornewworkiclasshypercoastet! FOl"ITI0(8i'lformationorlosetupan
lnte1'111ew, call 612-445-7600 Of 1-800-386-- _
7433. TDD: 612-445-1364.

www.valleyfalr.comf

\/aLLeyfair({
16 oz. of our

own

Shakopee, Minnesota
Equal Opportunity Employer

.Microbrewed Beer only $1.25
gunda!::! S p.rn.-12 a.rn. 8. Mein.-Thur. 10 p.rn. I a.rn.

All Appetizers 1/2 off
~nda~ S-10 p.rn. 8. Mon.-Thur. 10 p.rn.-1 a.rn.
s
~xperience The Bes:l Pool Tables: and Dart Boards:
in g1:. Cloud.

SttUlt~ ~-~ b\ ~?
WELi., HERE YOU ARE..

Call the Chronicle advertising
gurus at:
~®®=~®®®

